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Holland City News.
YOL. IV— NO.

HOLLAND,

27.

MICH.,

SATURDAY, AUGUST

WHOLE

21, 1875.

Ke*t Xirketi.

$hc Gotland

gusinettf firfrtottj.

(Slitij gm'ss.

A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

tteniyi.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

•

sgumcin,

emi

•

KISWOLD, A. D., Attorneyat law and Sollcitor in Chancery. Office 7» Eighth Street,

f'y

Vl

up stalra.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEQEND'S BLOCK.
(TOWARD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

n

VAN 8CUELVEN, Publishru.

G.

IfcBRIDE, 0.

W., Attorney at Law and SolidTERES OF SUB3CRIFTI0H 12.00 pir 7»»r li ulnae*.
iVL tor in Chancery;office with M. D. Howard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
JOB PIUNTINU PUOMPTLrAND NIATLT DONB.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Oue

square of ten linos, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
r first Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent Insertion for any period under three

/ \RT, F. J. Attorney at Law, Collectingand
\
Pension Claim Agent. Office, East of ,4 City
Hotel.”

/

ent Cemetery have instructed me to report
(blTKAU W.. New Meat Market, near corner that in accordance with your resolution
1) Eighth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sau- they visited the grounds and premises adsages constantly on hand.
joining the resent Cemetery and are
satisfied that the project submitted by the
I/’LEYS, P„ First Ward Meat Market; best of
Committee of the "Holland Cemetery Corfv Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
poration” presents itself in every respect
(T'UITE, J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and as feasible and as they think under the
I\ vegetables ; Mest Market on 8th street.
given circumstances likely to be the most
ITAN DKR 1IAAR. H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, acceptable to the public. Y»ur Committee
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; psper would therefor recommend the adoption
and twine; Hth street.
of the following resolutions,as embodying
their views upon the subject:
Xmfaetoriu, Kill*, Shop*, Ito.
Itemleed,That the further executionof
I I KAl.l), It K., Manufactureri»f mid Dealer In
the Cemetery project he referred to a ComI I
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
mittee of three, with iusliuctions to confor Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.

V

NO.

183.

R. K. Heald, on acc’t of Betllement
with •chool district no. 1 township
of Holland ......................... 400 00
J. Vis sc her, assessor of achool district
no. 1, towhshlu of Holland, bal. ou
old debts to the district ............ 1M 95
Dt Hollander, printing................
0 00
J. M. Rutdsema A Sou, chain and repaint .......................... 28 85
V«u Landegeud A Molls, stoves,xlnk
board etc ........................... 50 00
Van Landegend A Melts, hardware. ...
12 (19
Salary as Secretary and Librarian ....... ..81 20
U. D. Post, wall paper and achool auppile* ..............................
61 06
K. Schaddelee, Insuranceof $8,000 on
school house ....................... 87 50
W. K. Klels, on acc’t of wood ........ 180 U)
Holland CUy Hem. printing. .......... 14 40
A. Fllctura, sundries for schools ......
6 60
H. D. Post, school hooks and supplies
81 28
/to HoUandtr,printing labels ______ ...
T5
W. Klols, wooa .......................
5 00
R. Hoos, incidentals.......... ........
200
8. Reldsema,wood ...................
17 18
De Orondwet,printing rules and regulations ............................. 58 00
II. D. Post, for library Itooks ........... 49 0.J
H. Walsh, sundries for the school .....
882
P. A. A. Stokotce for brooms ..........
8 25
Van Landegend A Metis, hardwareand
repairs ............... ..........
18 94
H. Mct-ngs, 'or wood tuba .........
1 50
H. D. Post, supplies for schools ......
7 12
H. D. Post, expense of library ........
867
II. D. Post, bal of salary, etc ...........
81 25
W. H. Joalln, clocks,etc .............. 12 50
T. K. Annls, for blank grads book...
350
1 G. J. Kolleu, expenses to Allegan for
purchase of lota ................. 4 80
1 T. E. Annls. salary as secretary......
16 66

tinue the negotiationsalready commen|)AUELS, VAN PUTTKN k CO., Proprietors ced by the olu “Holland Cemetery Corpormonths.
of Mugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour
ation,” and that on as early a date as prac3 M.
6 M. 1 1 Y.
Mills.) near foot of 8th atrect.
ticable they lay before the Council a slat?*
6 00
5 00
1 Square ............... 3 50
O COTT, W. J., Pinning, Matching,Scroll-saw- mont, setting forth:
8 00 10 00
*4
........... 5 00
Barber*.
kl Ingand Moulding; River street.
44 ................ 8 00 10 00 17 00
fst. The exact quantity of land emI'VE UROOT L., FashionableBarlier and Hairli Column .................. 10 00 17 00 25 00
braced
in the so-called “Ilroek”tract;
ITKKBBEK,
H.
W..
A
CO.,
Proprletora
of
the
25
00
40
00
iJ cutter. Rooms In basement of City Hotel.
.............. 17 00
1’hoculx Planing Mill. All hinds of build2nd. The price and terms on which the
44 ................25 00 40 (10 65 00
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Bakirlsi.
same can be purchased
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
3rd. The number of acres of low lands
\I7TLMS
P,
IL,
Manufacturer
of
Farm
Pumps,
nlNNEKANT,
J.,
Proprietor
of
the
Pioneer
changes.
vv All kinds of wood turning and sawing on on the north end of this tract, which rs
13 Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
hand and done to order. River street.
wc are informed can be exchanged w tli
lines, $2.UO per annum.
13E88INK, Mrs. L., Proprietress of City Bakery;
Dr. Van Haalte, for a like quantity of
Notices of Births. Marriages,and Deaths pubNotary Pukllc*
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments in
lished withoutcharge.
more suitable ground north of and adjointhis line served on call ; 8th street.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
1)0ST, I1KNUY I)., Real Eitats aud Insurance ing the present Cemetery ;
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sigBanking and Exchange.
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col4th. The diftcrence in value between
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
lections made in Holland aud vicinity.
the lands thus proposed to be exchanged
$5 723 79
(7
EN
YON,
NATHAN,
Banking
audColk-ctlng.
{JT* All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and \TAS 8CHELVEN, G„ Notary Public. Justice and the terms of payment therefor;
of the Peace and Oonveyaucer. Office HolRiver streets.
5th. A correct and legal description of
INDEBTEDNESS.
land CUy Newt, 8th street,
the old Cemetery; also of the lands comObligations have been incurred during
Book* and Stationary.
\X7AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, presed in the new purchase,after the ex- the year as follows:
$»il
nlNNEKANT, Miss A. M., Dealer In Books A v
and Insurance Agent. Office,CUy Drug change;
For the purchase of two city lots, a
13 Stationary; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River Store, 8th street.
0th. The amount of aid that could he re- bond has been given to Mr. Peck, of Alle*
street.
ga.i, dated the 1st of July, 1875, payable
Pilitin.
Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
I.r ANTEUS, L. T., A CO., Dealers in Books,
on the 1st of January, 1879, for $500, with
IV Stationery, Toys, Notions and Candies;op- YTOEK, J. C., House, Sign and Carriage Painter;
interest at 10 per cent payable on the 1st
XI Shop, over Baert’a Wagon Shop, River
posite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Taken Effect,- Sunday, June 21, 1875.
of January of each year.
Street.
Itesolrcd, That said statement be acBoot* and Shoe*.
A coniract has been made with R. K.
SOUTHERN DIVISION.
Photograph*.
.unpanied with such recommendationas Heald, lor the building of a school house
I?LFEKDINK W. A H. General dealers
it may be deemed proper by the Commit- in the Fourth Ward, for $1,100, of which
GOING SOUTH, Ju in Booi» aud Shoes; repairing neatly done; I AUDKR GEORGE, Photographs and Getua c to make.
GOING NORTH.
JLs
In all the variousstylea and eizee; Gallery
{550 is dun January 15, 1870 and $550
River
street
Mail Eve. Ex.
NigtuKx. Duytix. STATIONS.
ou Eighth Street.
Reulted, That the Committee on Streets, January 15, 1877, with interest it ten per
P. m.
A. in.
a. in.
|,P. u.
I TEROLD, E.. Manufacturer of and dealer in
fl.OO
Chicago.
6.30
7.85
a 9.00
cent per annum from the date of Its comLi. Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.;
PhyileltB*.
4.40
8..^
11.30 New Buffalo.
11.50

\nS8CHKRA.,

Attorney at Law, Notary Publie ami Conveyancer.Kenyon's building.
Corner of Eighth and River street.

V

2
3

1

.

.......

1 44

V

..

;

L

I

v

[

Gr. Junction.
Riclmioiui.
Holland.
Zeeland.

2.15
2.50
3.15
3.30
4.00
4.20

3.40
4.35
5.15
5.80
0.51S

0.5J

2.00

ll.'O
10.40
10.O5
9.35
9.00
8.40

1.18

12.30
12.15
11.35
11.15

Grandvllle.‘
Gr. Rapid*.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
1

—

STATIONS.

Mall.
f. m.
3.25
8.!0
3.52
4.12
4.35
4.>5
5.10
8.85
10.80

Expresi.
a. tn.

TNOESBURG. J.O.,

Dealer In Drugs and Mediclues, Paints aud Oils. Brushes, Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.

i./

AN PUTTEN, Wat., Dealer

in Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dbn Bibo's Family Medicines; River St.

V

Express
p.m.

Moll.
A. ID.

A NNI8, T. E.. Physician;residence, opposite
/i S. W. cor. Public Square.

Brag* and kedicinai.

IT-

GOING’SOUTH.

GOING NORTH.

pletion.
The old indebtednessto District No. 1,
of. the Township of Holland, on the division of school properly is $000, one half
of which is payable on the 1st of January,
1870 and one-balfon the 1st of January,
1877, with interest at 10 per cent.

Eighth street.

a

( EDEBoER, B.

±J

Physicianaud Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite

public square.

0

CUOUTEN, R.

O

full

SilUin.

ness

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

The indebtedness incurredin overdrawing the school fund is as follows:
Aid. Ranters,
liewlted, That the Marshal he insli ucted To H. Mccngi, treasurer..................$ 21 68
to post up notices wherever ho mav deem
Orders issued but unpaid:

By

9.50
12.21
See advertisement.
New Holland
12.03 ••••• •
Y/AUPELL, H„ Manufacturerof and dealer In it necessary, forbidding the taking of To H. Doesburg,salary as teacher. ..$ 15 00
9.20
Olive.
11.00
6.00
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips; sand from any of the streets, for plastering 44 C. Lepeltak, janitor ............. 64 66
Dry
Oooda.
11.30
9.00
Robinson.
Eighth street.
6.-J0
44 G. J. Koilen, expense to Allegan .. 4 80
or other purposes.— Carried.
8.35
Nanlca.
11.00
6.43
44 T. K. Annls. salary at HccreUry . 90 16
General dealer in ;Dry
10.40
8.15
Fraltport.
By
Aid. Dykema,
7.05
Btvl&g
Machine*.
44 H. Walsh, sundries .............. 8 89
Goods, Yankee Notions, Hals, Caps, 4etc.;
Muskegon.
10.00
7.^5
7.43
Iteiolved,That the plats and diagrams
$110 44
cor. Eighth and River streets.
___ w
8.50 ........
Montague.
1J ANTKR8, L T. A Co., Agents for Ottawa and
aud Lite estimates of the expenses for the
7.00
Peatwater.
Allegan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing MaTotal ....... . ..........................
$182 07
Tlonr and Feed.
grading and improvement of River street,
chine.” Dealers in needlea and attachments.
as
drawn
by
J.
C.
Brayton,
Esq.,
and
O LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and
BILLS
SUvii, Wood, Bark, Ztc.
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
before the Council, be and are hereby deFeed, Grains and Hay, Mlll-stut], Ac., Ac. Labarbe’s old stand, 8th street.— See Advertisement.
There
is
a note in the hands of the
(RANTERS. R., Dealer in Staves, Wood and posited with the City Clerk for public exTaken Effect, Sunday, June 27, 1875.
Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street. amination;and that the City Clerk is Board of Education of $300, against
fnraitnr*.
Flictstra, secured
mortgage on
insl runted to give notice thereof and of the
Tobacco and Cigars.
FROM GR’ND
TO GR'ND RAPIDS.
real
estate,
with
interest
at 10 per cent,
proposed
improvement
and
the
district
to
ACO., Dealers in all kinds of FurExpress. Mail. \f
STATIONS.
Express. Mail.
ill uiturc, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, 'PE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, be assessed, as determined by the resolu- duo April 15th, 1870.
A. M.
P. M.
A. M.
P. M.
Cigars, Suufi, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
Grand Rapids. 10 00
7 60 Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
tion of the
Council, August 4,
8 00
4 15
9 40
Grandvllle.
7 82
8 14
4 29
1875;
by publishing the same two weeks
J. M., A SON, General Dealers In
Wagoa&akiriand Blackinithi.
Allegan.
8 35
6 25
0 15
6 33
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See adhi one of the newspapers of ihe Cily, and
We have kept
during the year one
8 08
G 00
9 40. OUcgo.
6 00
I \1JKEMA
BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith that Wednesday, Sept. 8, 1875, at 71 Graded School, comprising:
Plalttwell.
8 00
5 51 vertisement.
9 50
6 14
1
Shop. Horse-shoeingand ail kinds of repair- o’clock, p. m., is hereby designated as the
10 08
Cooper.
7 40
5 35
6 30
1 Higlt School,
Orocirle*.
ing done. River Street.
Kalamazoo.
5 20
7 15
645
10 15
time when the Council will meet at their
A.M.
P.M.
1 Grammar School,
A. M.
P.M.
(T'E! EM AN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop; rooms to consider any objectionsthereto.
White Pigeon.
5 50
3 45 T7LIBT8TRA,A., Groceriesand Supplies; a
11 50
8 30
4 IntermediateDepartments and
ready market for country produce; a choice
Horse Shoeing aud all kinds of repairing -Carried.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
X.M.
8 Primary Departments;
10 40
9 20 stock always on hand; cor. Elgtith aud Market st. done. Cash paid for Furs.
Chicago.
6.50
6 30
UNFINISHED BUSINESS.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A M.
In which
have employed regularly
10 55 rPE VAARWKRK, O. J., Family Supply Store:
11 25
230
535 Toledo.
Watch** aad Jivilry.
The Mayor appointed ns select Commit- nine teachers ; and one teacher for the Hola choice stock of groceries always on band.
P.M.
A.M
P. M.
A. M.
tee on Cemetery, Aid. Dykema, Breyman land language, two hours per day.
Cleveland.
7 20
7 00 Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
10 10
7 05
5.30

Holland.

Adopted.

Surgeon, Physician Obstetriclan, Regular graduated and Licensed. Office at residence, corner 9th and Fish street.
A.,

.

.

V

liKRTSCH, D.
13

-

IN

now

RECEIVABLE.

O

W.

IV

K.

RAPIDS

by

EVER

1

Common

MISCELLANEOUS.

DEIDSKMA
It

up

J

r

A

F

we

i

P. M
1 10

A.M.
4 05

A LBERS A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watchmo-

A.M.
12 55

P.M.
12 20

Buffalo.

1\

kers. The oldest establishmentIn the city;
Eighth street.

Oimral Dealer*.

lyiURSEMAJ.A CO.,

Dealers in Dry Goods,
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,
Clothingand Feed; River street.

Roai

Mich. Lake Shore Rail

TOSLIN W. H. Watchmaker, Jeweler, and dealfj er in Fancy Goods; Bank-building,River
Street.

INFIELD,

TaJccn Effect, Monday, July'ld, 1875.
SolBg
No. 4

Worth.
No. 2

p. in.

p.

8 IS

735
7
8
6
5
3

25
45
00
07
43

12
11
11
11
10
10
9

3

STATIONS.;

p.

15

Muskegon

45

Feirysburg

40
15
50

Grand Haven

2
2
2
8
3
3
4

,Ph-,eon

Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

30
40

m.
00
85
88
03
25
56
50

a.

m.

7
7
8
0
10
11
12

03
30

Flonr and Feed and Produce. Liquors aud
Cigars at Wholesaleand Retail. Eighth street,

Common CoonclL
D., ReUil Dealer In Dry Goods,
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

JL

ft.i

00

VTAN PUTTEN

50
21

Caps, Flonr, Provisions, etc.; River st.

T

55

D., Dealer in Dry Goods, Oroceries,Crockery, Flonr A Provisions.New
Store, Eighth street.

tlT-ERKMAN A

TT

etc.;
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st

$ m
©

bnshcl ...... ..........
© $ 1 95
bushel ...................150
3 00
Butter, v lb ..............
18
Clover seed, |l bushel .............
8 50
Egg*, (J doien ....................
14
Honey, lb .......................
18
25
Hay, f ton .....................
18 00
Onions, $ bnshcl ................•
l 40
Potatoes, 9 bushel ...............
40
Timothy Seed, |) bnshel .......
4 nO

V

.

Beans,

©

05

Wool, ?

©
©
©
©
.... ©

lb

SONS, General DealersIn Dry

Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps,
Hirdwar*.

Produce, EtcApples,

T

.............

TTAVERKATE, G,

II

J. First Ward Hardware
Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th

street.

ITAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer

V

in General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

\7-AN

LANDEGEND A

MELIS, Dealers in
Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Implements; Eighth street.

T

Sotill.

Beef, dressed $) *> ............
8V
Chickens,drCssed per lb ................
tj
Lard, W lb ..............................10
Pork, dressed* lb ...................i.. 7
Smoked meat, ^ lb .....................
lg

ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
/V Plrst-claM accommodation. Free Buss to and
A

from the Trains. Eighth street.

/"'tlTY HOTEL. J. W. Mindirhout,Proprietor.
\J Built in 1878; Furnished inelegant style, and
a first-class hotel thronghout.

Smoked ham,
....................
Tallow, B> .......................
lb

..

Wood, Staves, Eto,

.

.

PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVic*r Proprietor.
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$ 8 00
opposite theC. A M. L. S. R. R. Depot; good
peon .......... ...
accommodation; building and furniture pew.
beach, dry..- ..................2 00
green
Llvirytad S»l« Stables.
Hemlock Bark ........... .......... 5 U0@5 50
Staves, pork, white oak ..............©10 00
fK A ALBERTI, Livery aad Sale Stable,
Staves, Tierce,
.......... 12 00
dee and barn on Market etreet. Everything
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 8 00© 8 50
Heading bolts, hardwood ..... ..'f ...........4 50

“
“
“

1

“

•

^

“

Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 8 50
Stave bolts,hardwood... .................
4 00
Railroad ties, ............ . ....... ...... \ ..... - 12
.

VTTBBELINK, J.

IN

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
^ood accommodation for hones; 0th street,

-

[OomcUd

Xirtkut Tailors.

the "Mugger Mill*.)

by

Wheat, white f bushel ... ........ @ $ 1 21
Corn, shelled N bushel .............
Oats, f) bushel ............ ........
Buckwheat, fl bushel ..............
Bran, M ton ....... ...............

50©

:

©

.

Peed,*

ton

......................

»100fc
Barter, ^ 100 lb...
Middling, V 100 1>.
Yiour.if S t00 ^
Pearl Barley, f 100
1

;

.

;

;

lb

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

(C00©

..............

£

4

2W
SS

G.

Van Schklven, City Cierk.
------

J.W.. Merchant
and Dealer
B•OSMAN,
in
made
ahd Gents’ FurnishGoods.
Tailor,

ready

clothing

ing

YTORST,

W., Merchant Tailor? Cloth pttrehased elsewhere, will be cnito order. Repairing
promptlyattended to. River street.

V

Y|7URZ,C. G.. Merchant Tailor. Foil line of
v V Gents’ Furnishing Goods kept In stock.
700 Corner Eighth and Market street.

The following branches have been
taught: Reading, Spelling, Penmanship,
Arithmetic. Geography,Grammar, History, Algebra, Physiology, Natural Philosophy, Geometry, Rhetoric, Botany, Civil
Government, Intellectual Philosophy,
Book-keeping and Drawing.
Eetimatee
rained

of

the

Amount nectuary to be
to other School Fund*

in addition

[Official.]

for the support of the Public Schooti of the
City of Holland, during the next fecal yy
year.
For Teachers' salaries .................. $8 686 10
and 8ipp.
The Annual Report of the Board of Etnea- 44 Janitors’salary., ..................400 00
The minutes of the previous meeting
44 Hecretarv’s44 ....................00 00
tion of the City of Holland,for the year ** School district no 1, township of Holwere read and stood approved.
land. on settlementand division of
ending September 1th, 1875.
Aid. Vissers appeared nnd took his seat.
property ............................
860 00
44 Repairs of school honso .............. 50 00
PETITIONS.
•’ Incidental expenses ..................
200 00
RECEIPTS.
Of N. Kenyon, H. Walsh, D. Bertsch
“ Fuel .................................
250 00
44 Insurance on both school houses ..... 00 00
and 40 others, remonstrating against the School Taxee, Dec. 1874... ....... $8,771.95
44 Amount overdrawn aud unpaid ....... 182 07
Jan.. 1875 .......... K5C.28
purchase by the City of certain grounds in
Feb.. •• ..........890.SI
44 W’ard School— Janllot ........ $ 75 00
the vicinityof the present Cemetery.—
March ** ..........681.85
44
44 —Fencing ........ 25 00
Laid upon the table.
School moneya for Library Fund 86,88
•• —outhouses. , . 50 00
Of O. Breyman and A. J. Clark, for the Primary achool moneys fiom coun41 ,4
44 —Furniture...... 175 00
ty treaauter,June, 1875 ...... 301.00
44
44 -Shade trees....25 00
constructionof a side-walk in front of
$5,500.72 44
•* —Move and pipe 80 00
Block 49, on the east side of Market street. Amount of orders overdrawn but
44
44 -Drive well ..... 20 00
—Granted.
44 —Interest on lot 26 00
notpald ....................-I 110.44
Amount of orders overdrawn and
44 -Py ’ton building 570 00
ACCOUNTS.
paid ..........................
21.63
44
44 -Payment of ArH. Vaupell, room rent for election and reg’nf 5.00
chitect....... 50 00
$ 1C2.07
$1 045 00
Williams, Arnold A Padghara,legal sirv cca, 23.00
U. Wlerecma, labor as street com sr ......... 81.75
Tola! Receipts ....... ................
$5,724.79
Total amount to be raised by tax....$6 1T2 07
—Referred to Com. on Claims and AcBy
Order of the Board of Education.
counts.
EXPENDITURES.
J. Van Landegend, Preeident.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES.
For salaryof Teachers:
T. E. Annis, Secretary.
To N. L. Downle, Mup’t .........$1 000 00
The Com. on Streets Hoads and Bridges, “ Mias L. M. Ashley ............400 00
Holland, Mich., August 18, 1875.
presented report of J. C. Bray ton, Esq.,
41 Kate Garrod .............850 00
with profiles,plans and estimates for the »* “ Kate G. Ledcboer ....... 850 00
** Mary Kroon...; ......... 8A0 00
The Hon. Reverdy Johnson has come
grading and improvement of River street.
“ Florence Potter. ...... 850 00
On motion of Aid. Dykema,
out strongly against the financial theories
“ Geoigia Geary .......... 825 00
Reeolted,That the grades of River ftreet •' " Hattie E. Abbott ........ 8*J0 00
held by his Democratic brethren in Ohio,
44 Elisabeth C. Alien....*..850 00
and of FjiitT street, in the City of Holland,
*• Mr. H. Doesborg............ 150 Cl
and in favor of hard money. Ho claims
be and the same are hereby established
$8 950 00
according to the survey and profiles made To C. Lepeluk, Janitor ..................400 00 that Congresshas no power, under existing
by J. C. Brayton, Esq., ana now under
H. D. Post, library books .............. 87 85 circumstances,
to issue more irredeemable
consideration by the Council; and that all ‘• A. Clottingh, binding old hooka for library. ..........
.................. 000 paper money, and to force the people to
grades heretofore established on said streets
“ C. Lepeltak, work done through vacaaccept it as a legal-tender.
he and the same are hereby repealed.—
tion ........................
82 00
“ B. G. Scott whitewashing school rooms 22 50
Carried.
A teacher in the Port Jervis public
The Com. of the Whole through their “ R- K- Heald, planing lumber furnished 14 25
*• J. Van Anrooy. carpenter work ........ 94 00
schools
was last week explaining to the
chairman, Aid. Breyman, presented the ** J. Meeuwaeu, diawlug lamber ......... 1 C3
“
P.
*•
.........
«
1
40
following report: ,
children that usually all words dndiug
'.** H. D. Poet, salary as secretary......... 23 CJ
Holland, Mich., August 17, 1875.
with “let” meant something small, as
** J- M. Retdsema A Son, enriaini and
repairs ............................
19 94
To the Mayor and Common Council of the CUy of
streamlet, rivulet, hamlet, etc. Where
“ De Hollander,printing library notices t 8)
Holland.’
14 H. D. Post, sapplle' for schoolrooms 4 15 upon a smart boy asked if hamlet meant a
Gents:— hrpur Committeeto whom was “ Csppon, BcrtschA Co., psper for 11breferred the matter of enlarging the pres
'rsry ................................ , 1 53

Mayor Van Lnndegend, Aid.
Ranters, Fliemnn, Dykema, Breyman
Present:

ANNUAL STATEMENT.

“
“
“
“"

--

i

“
“
“
“
“

---

....

drain, Feed, Eto.

Whole no. of Pupils enrolled...................
666
Avetage attendancewhole year ................. 436

Adjourned.

Wednesday, August 18, 1875.
The Common Council met in regular

-

'

Meats, Eto.

City Clerk was added to

the Committee.
On motion of Aid. Dykema,
Hteolted, That the remonstrance of N.
Kenyon nnd others relative to the Cemetery extension be taken from the table and
referred to the select Committee on Cemetery.— Carried.

G. A 00„ General Dealers, in
session.
Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats and

YI7ERKMAN, H.

parhet*.

[Official.]

'T'E ROLLER,

v

@ur

J. Dealer in Groceries, Dry Goods,

J?

OolBgl South.
No.
No. 1

m.

J.

and Ranters.
On motion the

Boot,

**

» 44
m•
“

4‘
44
“ “
“ 44
44
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the Ohio
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a

white girl. The criminal died hard,

KicmoAif.

and another employe of

The

the mail train— were

killed outright, and six or seven pnssengers in-

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

jured. On

lively

Weekly Review

Chlcaco Market.

look for the fall trade is

time past. The outvary gqod. Money in

10 per

cent., according to time

and

<4 1 30
L4 1 23
66

1

No.

plying between ample supply and interest rates easy at

Knoxville, on the Tennessee river,

MILWAUKEE.

Wheat-No. ...............

The money market remains in Uie same condition a* noted for some

•

tin,

ol the

FINANCIAL.

•aompetitiou.

steamer Hugh -Mai

Loudon and

................

Hoo*

Cattle .....

-

maater of the exprei* train, and two jirakemeu a head, the Ntmllpf

v

„

FINANCE AND TRADE.

and Mississippi
railroad,
at He succeeded tkfee times in raising his feet to
•
g —
Loogootee, lud. The express train going east the edge of the trap, and drew himself up, but
at the rate of forty miles an hour ran into an as ofteu did the Sheriff push them off.
open switeh and collided with the mail train.
The railroads running between Nashvilleand
Five person*-- the mail agent and baggage- Louisville ar* cahying passengersat fifty cents

Pubushua.

i

.

week on

.

•

A frightful r?cUent occurred last murder of

Rockford.

2

............

Conn-No.

2

.....

Oats— No.

2

............

. j43

Dah le'f— No.' 2*. *.V .7.7//.; ......
*.

;

4
4

60

80

<4 1 04

7^ W*EA*4d. ...^^natiV
the

same day a passenger train on recently exploded her boiler,completelywreck- character §f the securitiesoffered. Governthe same road was thrown from the track near ing the boat. Four peisons were killed and ment bonds firm and a moderate demand was
THU EAST.
Huron, Iud„ and the engine and tender ten wounded.
reported.
Seriocs forest fires «re reported in Western
plunged into Bepvfr Qree^ly T. CoyEiAND, who a short time since pubBUEADSCfFS.
Now York. The' village of Walcott, Jefferson
killed. The ‘dii/se of the acdftehtf lished some statements in tWchicago Tiine*,
Tho past week has wRne&fed a decided weakcounty,has been burned, and other towns are
was the removal of a rail, the design of defamatoryof ex-President Johnson’sgood ness in the graiumarkets,and a rapid and quite
threatened .... A furious tornado passed over
the perpetratorsevidently being robbery.... name and religiousbelief, was tarred and severe decline in values. The markets have
the northwesternpart of Philadelphia on
A nurse in the St. Louis Insane Asylum, the featheredat Knoxville by indignant friends of really been “weather markets," and the weakWednesday last, eaneing great destructionof
other day, gave three troublesome patients an
the deceased.
ness and the subsequentdeclino were due
property.
POLITICAL.
overdose of coniom In order to make them
mainly to the more settled and finer weather.
Notice of tiial of the £100,000 libel suit of
The reports receivedfrom different sections of
sleep soundly. He succeeded beyond his c&lcuThe Now York Republicans will hold their the country indicated more favorable harvests
Theodors Tilton against the Brooklyn Eayle
Ifttious. The poor lijnatics never awoke from ! State Convention at Saratoga on the 8th of
than had been exited, and the country specuand Thomas Kiuseha has been entered in the
their sleep.,.. Mr. James H. MoVioker,the ; September....Tlielndopeudeuta of SauFran- lative olemeut wore on the sellingside, while
Brooklyn City Court, for the September term.
popular and enterprising Chicago manager, has 1 cisco, Cal„ have nominated Sam Brannon for but few buying onlem wore received. The
....Archibald Baxter «t Co., commissionmerEasternmarkets wore of a less favorable tenor,
leased the Grand Opera-House in that city, and Congress. . .Alexander H. Stephens looms up
and shippers were not disposed to trade with
chants, New York, have failed. Their liabiliwill run it, with a flret-cla.«s comedy company, as a possible candidate for Governor of any freedom, while the stocks in store are
ties arc stated at £300.000.. ..The villages of
under the name of the “ Now Chicago Thea- Georgia.
large and rather heavier than usual at this
Western Massachusetts which so severely sufseason of the year. The receipts were moderter.” McVickcr thus becomes the owner of the
Complete
returnsof tho election for goverfered by the fearful Hood occasioned by the
ately large. Values have steadilydeclined
two best theaters in the city. , .The miners in nor in Kentucky give McCreery,Democrat a
from the opening until the close. Tbo moit sebreaking of the Williamburg rcservior. May 18.
the Black Hills recently held a meeting and re- majority of 36,139 over Harlan, Republican. vere decline has been on cash oats, which closed
1874, have again been similarly visited,
solved to jieaceably abandon the region for the
Tho vote for MeCreery is about 1,000 less than about 17c per bu lower. Wheat and coni were
though this time there has been no
considerablylower.
present. Late reports from there say the men tho majority of Leslie in 1871. The House will
PRODUCE.
loss of life and the damage is inconare nearly all leaving. A few on the npper and
The business transacted in butter during the
stand 90 Democrats to 10 Republicans.
siderable compared with last year’s. A few
remote creeeks, it is said, will remain.
week was light. The nriucipalreason for the
GENERAL.
nights since the dam of the Sears wile reservoir
quietness that prevailed was the scarcity of
The naiuful mystery surrounding the fate of
on the western Goshen branch of Mill river
A
Maryland
Judge has decided that tho first such lots as were desired by shippers. The arProf. Donaldson, the aeronaut,and Newton 8.
rivals during the week have been light, and
w as swept away, causing a wild panic in the vilGrimwood,a Journal reporter, who ascended holder of a railroadticket alone can use it. . the supply under a continued good local delage below, the inhabitantstieeiug pell-mell to
Ex-Gov.
William A. Graham, of North Caro- mand was largely reduced. Dealers being
from Chicago in a balloonon the 15th of July,
the hills. Several bridges were swept away,
lina, died at Saratoga Springs last week. Mr. fortunate enough to have lots of butter on
and sailed away. over Lake Michigan, has at last
and the damage to property will amount to
Graham
was the Whig candidatefor Vice-Presi- hand were able to obtain a shade better prices,
been partially solved by finding the body of the
though only a slight improvement was noticemany thousanddollars. Horace Biuney, the
dent in 1852. Gen. Scott being the nominee for
unfortunate reporter on the east shore of the
able. There were several parties on the maroldest and most prominent member of the
President.
ket seeking lots of the lower qualities for shiplake, between Whitehall and Peutwater, Mich.
Philadelphia bar, died a few days ago, at the
Serious fears are entertainedof a general raent, but tlio few lots offered were held above
It was discoveredby a stage driver while drivage of 97 years..,. A Boston dispatch says:Indian outbreak.News receivedat Washing- what they were willing to pay, and only a
ing along the beach, was turned over to a Juslimited number of transactions were made.
“The excitementabout the sea serpent and bis
ton indicates a very unsettledcondition of af- For grain bags and bagging tliero has been a
tice of the Peace, who, after the customary
alleged appearance hereabouts increases.
fairs among the Sioux, occasioned by t!ie good demand, and prices ruled firm as follows
inquest, consigned the remains to mother earth
Capt. Howes, of tbo steamer William Lawdepredationsof the miners in the Black Hills, Stark “A” seamless ootton bags, £32.00; Ludlow
lu the regular bnrying-ground in Olaybanka
“AA," Monta.ik “A," Lewiston “A," and Otter
rence. from Norfolk,for this port, says that he
and it is doubtfulif these restless savages will
township, Oceana county. When found, the
Creek seamless cotton, *30.00; American“A.”
saw this afternoon off Cape Cod light, some
wait until the meeting of the council proposed and Amoskeag, ii28.00 ; wool sacks, 55@60c
hotly was flat on its face on a small pile of old
sort of a gigantic marine animal. It projected
by the commission sent out by the Interior De- each. There was a good demand for broom
flood-wood. The hair was nearly all gone, and
its head and neck and part of its back out of
partment. Even if they do, this council is com at the followingprices: U^CuUc for
the face badly disfigured. The nose was enfair to extra hurl, ll(dT3c for good to choice
the water, and seemed to be black on the back
bound
to break up iuharmoniotwly on account stalk braid, and 6(^8}*c for crooked.Beans
tirelygone, and the hat and boots were miasand white on the breast, and as the portionvisof tho demands that will be made by the Sioux were quiet and unchanged, quotable at £1.80
iug. An India rubber life-preserver was found
ible was at least twelve feet, the animal must
for damages to be paid them for tho wrongful for
!°J round lots
tots of Eastern mediums and £1.00®
on the body. The preserver had a hole in it
have been some near relationto the sea sert!ia Black
Eliu-k Hills
.lilln by
liv tho
thn miners.
mirirr. .Vs
invasion of the
•tout two inches long. That tho aeronauts
pent.”
were lost in Lake Michigan dunug tho gale ’ the I,,terior DePartiilent
to pay Cheese was not as active as during the previous week. but former
The Northern PacificRailroad, with all its
franchises,including the franchise to he a
AAV AXJA mil tv/ ^V/UII«
certainly break up m a row. It is
----1~->
• •• way.
# Company, and all the propertyexcept the lands
f®10j*c for
prime
in lots, and 11c in a retail
A passenger train on the St. Louis, Kansas City
that the Sioux have alreadymade out a bill for Currants were quiet at £2.5003.00per |bii.
which have been patented,was sold at New
and Northernrailroad went through a rotten
damages to the amount of several hundred Dried fruits were firm, and for some descripYork the other day, under a decree of cotu t,
bridge near Plattsbnrg,Mo., a few days since.
tions prices were higher. Eastern apples sold
for the nominal sum of £100,000. It was Three passengers were killed, eight or ten had thousand dollars. Tho Black Hills question mainly at 9c per It.. Halves poaches were firm
the
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Mystery of Twenty-live Years

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

u

no

vw

reported

bought by the Committee representing the
bondholders,who have assented to the plan

either their arms or legs broken, and some
twenty others were more or

less

injured ....

The

of reorganization .... A statement of the affairs

accounts of Shaffenburg, late United States
Duncan. Sherman Co. show their liabili- Marshal of Colorado Territory, show a deficit
ties to be £4,872.128,while their assets are
of about £100,000. Shaffenburg has sloped,
considerablyless than half that amount, namebut the officers are after him..., A terrible
ly. £2.112,740.
affray occurred at EberhardtCity, Nov., reOn the closing day of the Rochester laocs cently, between two men named Jackson and
the little mare Lula, in the free-for-all race,
Bock. The fpnner plunged a bowie knife to
made the three fastestconsecutive heats on tho hilt five times into the body of Beck, when
record, viz., 2:16}*. 2:15}* and 2:17, winning
a bystau ler struck Jackson down. Then Bee k,
the race against Goldsmith Maul and American
though dying of his wounds, crawled to the
Girl,... Three boys were drowned at Buffalo,
prostrate form of Jackson, took the knife
N. Y„ on the 14th, iust, while bathing.... which had been used with fatal effect upon
Three men, named James Grogan. William himself, and buried it in the heart of Jackson.
Horton and Henry Martin, were drowned at
of

promises now to have a bloody solution.

FOREIGN.
Mr. Gudstone has published

p^v,

ting of a boat.

A grand international pedestriiutournament
cal

New York in

October.

.

.

another

the

"v,v

Khic„ tunned

Vati- from last week noticeable in feathere: quotable
ism." Tho present publicationtakes the at 48@52c for prime live geese, 20025c fer
same strong grounds against the papaev, and tnrkcytail, and 305e for chicken. Green fruits
the subject of his former pamphlets on “

can

.

'

v..,,. ...
predicts troub.o in future, both

1

ere m large supply during tho latter part of
the week, and prices* were easier. Apples sold

"

m Britain and 1
on the continent, from that source ____ The ob- 1 at 50c@t3.50i>er brl, and 20 @ 40c per box. acaequies of Hans ChristianAndersen were held ‘^tog to quality. Poaches were iu large supply,
at Gnmml.iMMm nn M.n ini,
'n „ i a,,d aomc arrivc<lin a worthless eonditioii;sales
at Copenhagen on tho 11th of August, fire miged at 20050c i*r box for Southern, and

nt

ceremonies were touching and impressive.Tho

J
1

.Edwin

disturbances in the United States of Co-

Tho

lombia....

Booth, the tragedian, was recently thrown from

Postmaster-General
has

ar-

a

follows

:

» A

d’Zfd

Company

for a monthly mail between

,

--

•

.

.

.

.

year.

a fracture of one rib and the left elbow bone,

Washington is almost deserted, and

busi- it,r0H8 tlie English channel without a life-savness of importance is at a standstill.During 1 in& appurtus. He accomplished half the disresume his place upon the stage.
several days of last week there was not a Cabi- i tauco to eev®“ hours, when, owing to the inTHE WEST.
i net otficerin the city.
.The Secretaryof the crea®togroughness of tho waves, it was thought
• •
«
!
J A. _ A 1- - •
«
The crop of oats, rye, barley and wheat in Treasury has just issued tho twenty-fourthcall prudent to take him on board tbe attending
Northern Wisconsin is simply immense. Farm- for bonds. The amount called for is £10,000,- sloop. He was apparentlynot fatigued.
ers are now in the midst of the harvest and the 000, of the issue of 5-208 of 1864.
Col. Baker, who was recently convictedof an
.The Postyield, it is said, will exceed that of any previous master-Generalhas removed a large number of indecent assault upon a young lady in a railyear in the history of the State.... Ad vices Postmasters for seeking to increase their way car, has been dismissed from tho British
all

and in a few Weeks will probably be able to

,

choice tub washed.
PROVIfil N3.

Therp was n fair active business transacted
in this market during the week just passed, but
.
prices at the same time ruled somewhat easier.
rr*
______
A
The outside orders received were somewhat
lighter than usual, and the principal trading was
done by tho local speculativeelement. During
.
the week tho option for October changed from a
premium to a discount, compared with seller
September. Lard was dull and sales dragged
Drexel, Hayes & Co., the slowly, and a decline of 30040c was sustained
from the regionsof the recent floods in South- ' wdwies by a forced sale of stamps. . .Secretary army in disgrace.
in values. Market closed at £20.80020.90 for
em Illinois, Indiana and Ohio indicate that tho ! Itostow and Treasurer New are on the best of American bankers in Paris, are redeeming
cash mess pork, according to brand ; £20.750
.
aggregateloss and damage to crops win not bo ! tonus, all reports to tho contrary uotwith- Duncan, Sherman A Co.’s letters of credit.
20.80 seller August, and seller Septemberat
The Car lists claim to have won an important £20.75020 80. Cash lard quiet at $13.30013.35,
nearly as great as was at first reported. The standing.
serious losses are confined to the rivers and
The following is an official- statement from victory over the Alfousists at Arduua, Spain seller September £13.40, and seller October was
nominal.
streams, along which much deetmetiou was the TreasuryDepartment of the government ....The insurrectioniu HerzegovinathreatSEEDS AND HlGirWINES.
caused by overflow. ...A good deal of trouble receipts and expenditures,by warrants,for the ens to become a religious war.
There was a moderately ^ live businessreCortina, the Rio Grande bandit, is in jail in ported in timothy seed, and prices were firm
aj'prehcndcdin the Black Hills country on year ending June 30, 1875:
R2CX1PTS.
the City cf Mexico, and will shortly be triad by though without immediate rJterttions. The
account of the incursionsof miners into the
first arrival of new seed was offered on the
1157,167,722 a military court.... Prince Charles Theodore,
reservationof the Sioux. The military is Customs ................................
market on Saturday, and it being prime in
Internal revenue ........................
110, 007,
powerless to prevent the entrance of gold- s*b*g of public
, Proat:,,,lcl°of the King of Bavarii.wasreseekers into tho coveted country,and cannot Miscdlantou*auurceH .................. 1»,411,1'J5wntly thrown from his horse and instantly
_________
killed —
Another rebellionhas broken out in ,-.00@8._______ ____ _____
even drive out those who are already there.
Total .........................
.$288,000,031
iual at about £1.60 for good crushing.Tho
EXIESDITUHEH.
Turkish Crovatia. . Intelligencehas been reThe Sioux are becoming restless,and manifest
other kinds were entirely nominal. The offerceived at Vienna that the inhabitantsof tbe ings of highwiues were light and the market
• warlike disposition,tut are held inched by
the hope that the coming conferencewill result ' Nttv-v Department ...................... 21,407,628 Bosnian Provinces have risen in insurrection in ^onsequeuco ruled quiet Prices were steady

•
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.

j

laiidi

in an agreement for the eale of the

.

"uiS

.

.

US®

territory.

iSffiS

along tho whole length of the river Save.

Tho

telegraph wires have been cut, tliirtyTurks

Later advices from Corinne,Utah, state that

Total ordinary expenditures ....... $274,623,392 massacred, and all official buildings burned.
the Indians that threatened the town Lave
The Postoffice Department will ask the next Numbers of refugees are fleeing into Austria
gone back to .uni
their accuauuus,
reservations, aim
and no initiier
further «
trouble is anticipated ____ A Fort Bull v telegram CoDgre“ t0 devwe a law fixing 8omo otber .... A treaty of commerce between China and
Peru has been concluded.
More than 30,000
says the Indian Commissionwhich have been 8taudard for Vontmwiten' 8aIarie«.

.

.

^

holding councils with different tribes of Sioux r0STAL
l0 tbe Ull,nb<fr of 14’299'000 persons attended mass in St. Augustine Church,
in that vicinity for the past two weeks regard were iMUed dQring the month of July.... Tho London, on the 15th inst.,to celebrate the fete

l.

their efforts as very successful. All

them

tribes will he represented at Red

where a grand conncU
ber

U

Cloud

18

iu the

Ohio

*

•Tbe TreaBU,7 Department

A body of 6,000 Carlisle attempted unsuccess-

hurr>'ing forward tbo preparationsnecessary fully to raise the siege of Seo do

payment

It is

Urgel. The

besiegersare expecting reinforcements.The

fire upon the city is continued,and tho citadel
has suffered serious damage.... Tho sum of
£350,000has been raised by subscriptionin
THE SOUTH,
Yellow fever of a maglignanttype has Germany to indemnify Prussian priests for the

tbo

feet
I

to property.

Fortunately the people received timely warn- broken out

debt to £350,000,000.

at

Pascagoula,Mi»s.

fleeing Friday, Aug. 13, was a busy day for hangsaved themselves from men in tbo South. In East Tennessee alone

ing of the impending disaster, and by
fo the hills back of town

'

of Napoleon.

e8timatodthat the amount needed will increase

Shawneetowu,HI., gave way
immense damage

fow

will pay 20 per cent,

to toe resumption of specie

and the whole town was flooded with eight
of water, causing

in a

to be held Septem-

During the recent .high water
river the levee *t
;

tho Il0r_ bur«tedFreedman’s Bayk

withdrawal of the state grant. This is less
than half the amount withdrawn.

Mark Twain will pot lecture tho comdrowning....Tbeeditor of the Lawrence (Kan- here were three executions, viz.: John C.
ipff
seatpn. He prefers, he says, to stay
ses) Spirit of Kansas has sued the editor of (^Yebb, at Knoxville,for minder, robbery,and
ntiiome
anil sulk. In reply to a letter
the Lawrence Slandar/l for libel,laying daraar rape; W. H. Barry, at Rogeraville,for the
gesat £80,000....Jaff .Davis will deliver tho murder of his wife; and Ananias Honeycutt, from a lecture agent of Boston, Mr.
Clemens writes: “I really cannot go
annual address at the Bartholopiew (Ind.) fair, at Tazewell,for tbe murder of his foster-father,
upon tho jxlatform the coming season.
in September.;.. Tbe Toledo, Peoria and War- All three of the hanging* were conducted in
All last winter I sat at home drunk with
saw Railway Company are selling round-trip the old-fashionedway of mounting the crimiuo] joy over every storm that howled along,
tickets from Peoria to New York for
| on a wagon and then driving the vehicle from
liecause T knew that some dog of a lecturer
Jeff Davis will not, after *11, deliver the ad- under him. At least 30,000 people witnessed
was out in it. 1 am expecting to Lave
dress before the Winnebsgo County (HI.) Agri- 1 the three executions^ All of the culprits projust as good a time next winter, and do
cultural Society, lie having declined to appear 1 tested their innocence.Thomas Withers, a
not think it noble in you to want deprive
on account of tie opposition manifested at j negto boy, was hung at Lynchburg for the me of it”
1.

£20.

a

seen a human face. They declined,
however, to leave tho island, having established themselves iu comparative
comfort. Tho narrative was said to have
created great sensation among the surviving relatives of the crew, and an effort
was stated to be on foot to tit out a vessel which should visit the island.
The LouisvilleCourier-Journal of a
recent date publishes tho report of au
interviewwith a gentleman who was living iu Valparaiso,Chili, iu 1849. Ho
states that the Florida put into Port
Famine, at that time tho Chilian penal
settlement; that tlio convicts boarded
her, massacred all of the crow except a

young man named Marcum, and made
sail for the main land. On her way she
was recaptured by a Chilian war vessel
and brought into Valparaiso,where the
Courier- Journal' * informant got the
above details from Marcum’s own lips.
Marcum, whose parents are still living

m

Versailles, Ky., proceeded to Califor-

nia, where ho soon after died of small-

pox,

at Placorville,

in that State.

The

British steamer Thetis had first seen the

Florida after her capture by the convicts, and gave the information to tho
Chilian authorities, which led them to
send out the vessel which brought her
back into port.
revolution was in
progress in Chili at the time, and the
records of the event may be lost, but the
full details wore on the log-book of the
Thetis, which may be examined in the
office of the British Admiralty.

A

CROP PROSPECTS.
The.Ruports of Damage by the Floods
Greatly Exaggerated.
[From the Chicago Time*, 14th.]

We

Hans Harmon, of
Wavna
Ind., was ro---Fort
----------.~ tbe Jfttter part °! .tbo 7eek * KllSbt, improvement was noticeable in tomatoes ; sales ranged
Francisco,Japan and China, at tho sea postage ceutI.v85aiu iu a ducI at tIje Universityof BreHt at 250 C5c per box for tomatoes. £2.7503.25
The accident occurred at his country residence
rates as full compensationfor the service, lau, Germany.... A fresh reinforcementof 10.- per brl for onions,and 8@T0c per doz for com.
in Connecticut.
Veal was iu fair demand and steady at 508}*c
which will amount to not over £500 per mouth 000 meu “ to be sent from Spain to Cuba.
for common to choice carcasses. * The wool
Fortunatelythe accident to Edwin Booth
— Gen Babcock, Superintendent of Public ' ^*ie British Parliament has been prorogued till market
remains dull and unchanged ; quotable
the tragedian, which was at first thought to be
Buildings, asks £773.000 as his estimated ex- j 0ct* 29- -..An Englishman named Webb re- at 38(<i43c for line to prime coarse unwashed,
fata1, turns out to be but slight. He sustained
28033c for do washed, and 10053c for poor to
penses for next
| cently undertook the daring feat of swimming
ship

irunnng away, and received serious injuries.

from

al,

quiet but firm,
salted all

heavy iron firm, with about £600,000 in liabUi- Onondaga and Saginaw fine, and £1.70 for orditics, and only about half that "mount in assets. nar>' coarse. Vegetables were dull, but toward

San

ranged with the Occidentaland Oriental Steam

his carriage, by the team taking fright and

kaa bad another bad dnancia. failuro-tkatof

article

Orleans paper was extensively published throughout tho country, to the
effect that the crow of tho schooner
Florida,which sailed for California from
New Orleans, in 1849, and was supposed
to have been lost, with all on board, had
been discovered on an island in the
Southern Pacific, by an English vessel
which had been driven thither by continued storms. The crew stated that the
Florida had been wrecked on this uninhabited island twenty-six years ago,
and that in tlio interval they had not

b0*®**. Plums were slow sale, and pears were

0raPe3 “fl
l@10c
m * ’ peril.. Hides
were
as
.The government 8@8Vc
green
round, and 12013c

out Denmark. Dusiua* wan suspended,

Some weeks since an

New

from 1Oc0£2.5O for Delaware in one bushel

and

dav was ma<looue of national mourning tlirough-

.

be held in

9^(3 10c. and blackberriesclosed firm at 9}*
(ii 10c. Dried i*ns were dull at £2.00(3 2.10 for
choice green, and £1.6501.75for marrowfat.
The usual dullness again prevailed in eggs, and
prices were irregular;sales ranged
at 100
.augw m

WASHINGTON.
ags P,nced at half-mast. .
for
United States war vessels have been ordered has prohibitedthe sale in France of Mr. Glad- for calf. There was a slight improvementiu
to Panama and Aspinwall.owing to the politi- stone's writings against the papaev. London P°totoe8, hut hardly sufficient to be worth men-

Passaic Falls, N. J„ last Sunday, by the upset-

is to

•

at

pamphlet,in which he discusses anew
question, re.aiivo to the

----

-

Cleared Up.

print this morning dispatchesfrom

of the district covered by the
and disastrous floods
in the States of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio
and Kentucky. Especial attention is
given to tlio Wabash and Ohio valleys,
where the damage done was supposed" to
bo tlio greatest. It will be observed
that in but few localities is the injury
done to tho harvestedand growing crops
as great as was at first reported. The
subsidence of the rivers and the week of
tine weather that has ensued, have revived the growing grain and dried
all parts

recent heavy rains

shocks already harvested in
such a manner as to leave it iu
very’ fair condition.
Southwestern Ohio there will probably
tlio

In

be two-thirds of an average yield ; in
Southern Indiana there will be nearly
three-fourths of the usual crop of grain;
along the Wabash there will be a little
more than half a crop, while in Southern
Illinois the

damage done

is little

more

than nominal. In Kentucky everything
indicates a full crop of all the principal
products.
It is shown that the Time* was right
in predictingthat the first reporte of almost complete ruin to the crops were
very much exaggerated. The farmers,although they will not realize their expectations earlier in the season, are far
from tho verge of bankruptcy, for they
will not only have plenty of grain for
home consumption,but will be able to
export nearly the usual amount to the
East and Europe. This is gratifying—
COOPERAGE, LUMBER AND WOOD.
unexpectedly so in view of the unpreceThe quietnessof former week-* was again de- dentedly rainy season we have experiveloped in cooperage during the past week,
enced.
and there was no change to note iu prices.
Quotable at £1.121^01.15 for pork barrels, and
The English Sparrow'.
£1.3501.45for lard tierces ; £1.9002.10 for
whisky barrels, and 45055c for flour barrels. It
We see by some of our exchanges that
should be understood that the outside prices
for lard tierces is only paid for “standard” at last the eyes ©f the people are beginpackages— tho new size adopted recently bv the- ning to open to the true ch iracter of this
Packers' Association. Trade was also rather pestiferous imported little pilferer. One
light m the lumber market, but at the same
correspondentstates that he noticed
time prices remain steady and firm. Quotable
at £8.5008.75for jpist and scantling. £8.500 from the windows of his house several
16.00 for boards and stripe, £2.1002.75 for sparrows in the top of a pear tree in liis
shingles, and £1.50 for lath. There was but next door neighbor’sgarden, very busy,
little of consequence doing in wood, and values
and apparentlypicking off the buds
were without change. Hickory, £8.00 ; maple,
which were just then forming. To bo
£7.00. beech, £6.00, and slabs £4.00 per cord at
sure about it, he watched them carefully
tbe yards.
through a good opera-glass, and was
Telegraphic Market Report*.
convinced that they were destroying almost every bud upon the tree. These
NEW YORK.
Bekves.
..... ...................
8 50 (313 50
sparrows are not insect destroyers,but
Hoos— Dreieed ...... ....... ..... 10^^ 10V
are the greatest nuisance of the bird
Cotton...
........ ........... 14*
species ever imported into America.
Flour— Superfine Western.., ..... 4 70 0 5 25
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago
..... i 26 @ 1 29
They drive other birds away, aud are
No. 1 Spring..
....... (<$ 1 31
very
destructive to fruit, berry and grain
Corn ............ ......... ...... .. 79 A’ 81
Oats .......
......
..............62 (3 72
crops. They have been known to deRve .....
............... 97 A 1 03
stroy entire wheat and oat fields in EnPork— New Mess
.......
..... 21 25 @21 50
Lard— Steam... ...................
131^ gland and Ireland,and jf not killed and
S?.
,
exterminated, when they get more nuWheat— No. 2 Red ......
1 47WA 1 48
Corn-No. 2 ..... ....... ........ 47 (f 3?^ merous our farmers will find that they
OatsHNo. ............. ........ ; 41
42
have to deal with th§ most pestiferous
Rye-No. 2.... .................
78*g 80 little pilfererthat has ever cursed the
Pome— Mea* .............. ......... 2175 <»22 00
country.— AcnfucZ# Slock Grower.
Lard..: ........................ .. 13 <$ 14
.
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GOSSIP OF THE DAY.

don’t, mum,” she replied. “Look

MICHIGAN NEWS.

I

ANCIENT BUIUJ,

look, Bridget I That little round ball

Robert Collier's new

which more

presently,

cruits are trained at Ulm

lecture will

shows how

:

“

They

re-

are

The scarlet fever is prevailing at St. A City One Hundred mid Eighty Thousand
away up there as far as you can see.”
specially practised in marksmanship and
not be given to the public before next Bridget's eyes distended like an owl’s ns Joseph.
K*ar$ Old in California’
gymnastics. For two hours every dav
winter. He has no fear of keeping the she caught sight of the object, and im[From the SdontlAcAmfrlcsn.]
In obedience to the new liquor law, all
they are kept firing at targetfl which bear
article as fresh as ever through the sumIn
the
current number of the Oecr* a strong resemblance to the distant outdifttoly flhe exclaimed, tremulously, the liquor saloons of Detroit were closed
land a California geologist reviews the lino of zouaves and Turcos. The inmer, because it is nothing but “ Salt.”
v
“Glory bo U> God, mum, an’ is that on Sunday
geologicalevidence of the mtiquity of a Actors in musketry are all Prussian,
thing lull o’ people !”
Brunner Bro.’s grocery store, at Salz- human settlementnear the present town rtml come from school of musketry
How our public men fade away I Of
burg, twelve miles from East Saginaw, of Cherokee, iu that State, ami esti- nt NpandAU. Moreover, they aro frethe eight who ran for Presidentand
The announcemout that the trial of was recently destroyed by fire— the sup- mates the ago of that most ancient of j quently practiced hi the operations of
discovered towns to he ‘not less than real warfare. Quite reofetitly the railway
Vice-Presidentin 1860 but two-Hanni- John D. Lee for* complicity in the posed work of an incendiary.
180,000 years! The data for all ; station at Ulm was ‘ captured bv surbal Hamlin and Herschel V. Johnson— Mountain Meadow massacre has resulted
The sawmill of Thomas Saylor & Co., such Calculations are
neoeesarily un
............
prise’ by a hotly of Bavarian recruits,
are living. Lincoln, Douglas, Bell, in a hung jury will excite little surprise at Carrollton,was totally destroyed by certain, as thqy are derived from the the employes were all made prisoners,’
Breckinridge, Everett and Lane have when the compositionof the jury is fire last week, involving a loss of about present motions of the continents and while the special ‘railway battalion’took
passed away. “What shadows wo are/ taken into consideration. The jury, nc- 135,000, on which there was an insurance present rates of erosion ; still, from the possessionof the railway stock, and orclmuges that have taken place since the ganized railway etappeiu" •
cording to a San Francisco paper, was of 8^5,000.
pioneers of prehistoricCalifornia
There have been under our govern- composed as follows:
Four arrests liave been made at Kola left their traces on its ancient
The Population of New York City.
ment 18 Presidents,27 Vice-Presidents, Joseph Wado, Gentile, native, two years a mazoo of parties who were endeavoring sea shore, there can be no doubt that
of centuriesmust be come
33 Secretaries of State, 37 Secretaries of resident of the Territory;J. C. Ileiater,Gen- to steal a ride on the Michigan Central

last

|

*"nU

1

|

the Treasury, 42 Secretaries of

War, 35

of the

AttorneysGeneral, and 53 Speakers
House of Representatives.

45

in giving the result, furnishes some
road. These are the first arrests made
The traces in question are numerous
curious figures regarding the growth of
under the new State law.
stone morlars, found in undisturbed the city, as follows
ten years a resident;
The following gentlemen have been white aud yellow gravel of a subaquel uder the Dutch rale, which extended
John P. Chotester, Mormon, native, resident
ous formation,not fluviatile, underlyfrom the earliest settlement lo 1664,
twelve years; James C. Robison, Mormon, na- Appointed Postmasters at the offices
ing the vast sheets of volcanic rock of about forty years, New Amsterdam had,
tive resident, eighteenyears; D..J. Arthur, named : Cambridge, Lenawee county,
which Table mountain is a part. In
Mormon, native, renideut twenty yearn, and George H. Dewey ; St. Louis, Gratiot one instance a mortar was found at most, only about 1,000 inhabitants,
and of these a considerable numlier were
son-in-law to Haight, who gave the order to ! county, George w" McHenry,
standing upright, with the pestle iu slaves. Soon after the transfer to Enfire on the emigrants,but has no opinion; Joit, apparently just ns it bad been left
John Fairbanks, of Fentonville,has by its owner. In some cases the mor- gland our rapid growth began, though it
Beph Knight, Mormon, native, reaideut twenty
took a century to quadruple the populayears; Paul Price, Mormon, native,rebideut been sent to the County Jail at Flint for
six years; George F. Jarvis, Mormon, natural- ! nine months, for using harsh language
ized. residentfifteen years; Robert Hoyborue, ' toward his stepmother,in which ho
tile,

native, two yeara a resident; David Itogere,

of the Navy, 12 Secretaries Mormon, fourteen years a
fen, Mormon, naturalized,
Interior, 33 Postmasters General,

Secretaries

of the

A few days

since the schooner Rosa-

belle, lumber-laden became water-logged

and went on the beach at Grand Haven,
Mich., during

a

terrible storm. Capt.

Grand

Frazier, with five brave citizensof

and gone.

resident; Isaac Duf-

:

nufi

Haven, launched a life-boat,and in the Mormon, nitnnlized, (, OtIUMlilu). resident ! threatenedfrequentlyto kill her.
presence of a largo crowd who 'witnessed seventeen years, and stop-son of Uric, who
Tub Board of Trustees of Kalamazoo
the exciting scene, succeeded in rescuing was engaged iu the maeBacre— has been ou the
ground, but knows nothing of it; John Beaver, estimate the expenses of the village for
all with the exception of the cook, who
Gentile, native, ten years resident of California. the coming year at $49,200, of which
had been previously washed overboard.
Nine Mormons and three Gentiles, 810,000- is for the interest on water
proba-

K.

of these

Mormons

!

bly the

most

prolific writer of all the
Is

grand army of Bohemians.
that thirty columns a week

average amount
years,

\m

been his

of matter for fourteen

and often he has been known

grind out that quantity in

He

It is stated

a single

rises at daylight and his

mainly done at 11 o’clock. Townsend
still

and three for

acquittal

What chance was there for

fit

ten and one-half

acres of heavy oats in two days of eleven

is

careful record of suicides in the

in a

of recklessuess, purloined two five dol-

United

township of Columbia,

last

A terrible accident occurred on the

period between June 1 and Aug. 1. His

morning of the 16th, on the Flint and
Pore Marquette railway, about a mile

two

total

of 110

self-

minders. Of these 85 wore males aud north of Flint. A special ran
25 females.

Four

penting,

and being convincedof

policy,” he slipped

a 810

same letter and forwarded
tination. The reception
of

is

the

the best

bill into the
it to its

of au

The manner of
by

and he now languishesin

juring a

by

The

poison, 16 by

hanging, 9 by throat-

jail,

1

by

starvation. The

while reasons, as far as can bo ascertained,

stragglingvainly with the problem why were os follows

two 5’s are not 10, and fully convinced
that there must lie something wrong

left

with that old adage.

8 whisky,

:

Thirty-one died and

no sign, 28 were “tired of life,” 16

were insane, 12allegeddomestic troubles,
7 disappointed affection, 4 to

escape the penalty of murder, 1 because

A Wisconsin

farmer had a hen ad- of

Randall— aud seriously in-

number

of others.

failure of Duncan, Sherman

& termined by Lesquereaux from

.

\

»

07,479
42,784

speci-

Co., of New York city, has tied up the mens of vegetation, now extinct, collected
funds of H. H. Spaulding, of William- iu the survey of the ancient rivers;
8ton,so tliat he wilTprobably discontinue specimens indicatinga fiora of the pliocene age, retaining some characteristic
his banking business,but he will go on
mioceue forms.
with a general store as usual. Mr.
After the volcanicperiod, the laud rose
Spaulding was also a loser by the failure again, the time of emergence embracing
the glacial period and the new eroding
of Henry Clews A Co., in 1873.
period in the Sierra, during which the
Capt. Napier, of the steamer Corona,
slates, aud the hard metamorphicgreenbecoming aggrieved at something that stones, and the granites were slashed
appealed iu the columns of the Benton with
----- canons 3,000 feet deep
r by
.v the

X, instead cutting, 2 by jumping out of a window,

two V’s, lead to his detectionand ar- 1 by burning aud

rest,

man named

were married.

death was as follo^vs :

Forty by shooting,20

des- drowning, 15

6

.

*

thought to be a serious blow to our prosperity, but we soon outstripped Philadelphia, and suffered no real loss from
they occur ; a time anterior to the
the loss of the capital. Of the twentyvolcanic outpouring which Table moun- three enumerations in the following
tain records, and anterior to the glacial
table, only oue shows a decline— that of
epoch.
1814— and tliat decline, caused by the
The recent geological history of that war with Great Britain, was less thau
region may bo briefly summed up as fol- [ one per cent, iu four years. We except
lows: Previous to the placing of Uie j the oeusus of 1865, wluchjwss manifestly
mortars in the position in which they j imperfect aud untrustworthy.Instead
have been found, the early and middle ! of a falling off from 1860 to 1865 of more
tertiary sea level had recoiled to the than two per cent, a year, there was
position of the coal beds underlying doubtlessau iucreose by about the same
Table mountain, fully 1,000 feet below | per cent.
the level of Cherokee. Subsequently, j ..
Gain,
PopHlatim. Cain.
ptret.
in the pliocene period, there was a fur- -*• •'ar<*
......
ther subsidence of about 1,000 feet,
1.800
IW.OO
......
4,802
1.HU2
72.08
something like 600 feet occurring after8,62rt
4.326
100.88
the mortars had been abandoned. All 17M ................
10,881
1,753
20.82
... 21.876 11,495
this, as has been noticed, took place be- 1773 ...............
110.7:1
17W5...
1.7SH
7.04
fore the volcanicoutflows which covered
9.517
40.30
J*00.
up all the ancient detritus of the region,
27,350
82.57
ISM.
35.801
60.32
including that of the ancient rivers’ 1814.
*794
*.82
(whoso gravels liave furnished so much itrto20,127
29.43
ItttV
42,883
of the gold of California). The geo34.24
86,600
21.93
logical age of the river period was de-

.

into a

of the former were train, wrecking both locomotives, killing
two men— Conductor Hurd aud a brake1 a boy of 13.

All the females except

- .i |

.

lar bills from a letter. Afterward re- under 18 years of age, and
truth of the adage, “ Houesty

HI

:

week.

months, embracing the

States for

record shows a sum
iu Nebraska,

boimd up and shocked

is

a young man, having been born in

fo.stoffice clerk

justice with

hours in each day. This was done on
A writer in the St. Louis Republican
of a statistical turn of mind has kept a the farm of C. C. DeLamaffer, in the

1841.

A

Amos Pickett aud his son Truman,
conviction? aged respectively 63 aud 18 years, cut,

such a jury?

~

settle-

1

any wouder that they stood nine for

to

day.

work

it

~

ment on that ancient beach when the
water stood near the level at which

relativesof bonds, aud $8,500 for arrearageson. last
men who participatediu the butchery year’s bonds.

end two

Georoe Alfred Townsend is

mor
ufrttvstrt
.«
mer owi
existence
of ' a human

------

—

•

...
...

726,386
942.292

83.33
15.34
18.00
38.88
22.10
29.28
*10.70
29.80
*8.70

50,371

144,324
114,203
104,444
•07,060
218,906
•82,002

•W. include tbe annexed tnwni of WcRckMter In
thlj total; without them the c.tr nonulatiou 1«
988,628.

A Bold Leap by
A rash

a (ilrl.

made by

leap was

1

young girl

a

a sou’s disgrace, 1 because of bad
last night, iw the excursion train couveyf'ug the Bible Christian congregation
treatment from his childreu, 1 from re- Harbor Times, went to the office of the ! !*ctio“
inning water. Taku
.
mg the rates of continentalmovement from Port Stanley to London was dasheggs. The cunning Granger cured this ligious excitement,1 to avoid the punpaper and assaulteilthe junior
----- rpub- 1, determined
ueienmueu by
uy Lyell,
uyeu, our
our geologist
geoiogift call)flHt the Ross farm, about 2} miles
abnormal appetite by placing an egg- ishment duo to theft. The localities
•
7 ----- -- lisher,
lisber, for which he was arrested and
and | culates tliat
that the time required for the
the from from tbe city. It apiieors that
shell filled with cayenne pepper in the
. ! changes
-1 -----were divided as follows: New York, 2i ; i fined $1 aud costs. There was some inthus outlined could not have while at the spot mentioned a girl named
uest— the heii iiinoceutly plunging her
Millie George, about 12 years of age,
Illinois, 13; Ohio, 12; Missouri,10; Iowa, , digmitionin the town at the lightness of ! bee.n le8S thau eighteen hundred cendaughter
of Mr. William George, corbeak into it, with a result so effectual 6; Louisiana,5; New Jersey, 5; Massa- the
Preceding
ner of Clarence and Nelson streets, was
nlmontt*
„
the
glacial
epoch
ns
the
time
when
niiaud permanent that she is the only hen
^n^ana»
A balloonist named Pedauto made | cieut Cherokee was buried by the standing on the platform of the second
now known that will lay an egg without
Pennsylvania,3; Michigan, 2; Counecti- au ^ce^ion from Dllv View ou Sunday waters of 1110 advancing sea, his estimate last carriage, several of the other schoHrs
cackling over it. She performs her daily
lAt-HiK with
wnu her.
ner. a
A gusi
gust oi
of wmu
wind blew
blew
cut, Wisconsin and Virginia,each 2; of
week aud uarrowl escaped
though it being
off her hat. Apparently thinking it too
duty m this Respect patiently and noise- Nevada, Rhode Island, District of Col- ___
does transcend so enormously the time
drowning in the lake. The ascension men have been accustomedto allow for good to lost», she jumped off the carriage
lessly, and instantly after accomplisliing umbia, Kansas, Alabama, Maryland and
unoliscrved,strange to relate, by any of
was made without a basket, the daring j a man’s residence011 earth.
her task, retires to the opposite side of Nebraska, each 1; and 1 at sea.
was seen to
fall on
aeronaut going up ou a trapeze.
:her' companions.
— -------rr She
----w 1U,‘
wu
the form-yard with astonishingcelerity.
the descent could be made, srhich | How the Germans Are Training Their
in hind, aud nui after the train. Those
A theory is current that Donaldson's
The elated Granger forwarded an appliArmies.
assisted by tearing holes iu the balloon,
in the last carriage milled the bell-rope,
cation to Washington to have the new balloon was stmek by lightning. This
[Fari* Cor. Loudon -Standard.]
the aeronaut was twelve or fifteenmiles
hut it was apparently unworkable, or at
A vetv interesting letter from Metz, in least was unobserved by the conductors,
“Pepper” trick secured by patent, which theory, though barely possible, is very
iu the lake. He was picked up by a
a Frenc
proceeding will soon doubtlessconvince improbable, no instance of the kind havch military paper, gives details of as the train arrived iu the citv before
steamer sent to his assistance.
of the kind of drill
are they wer j fully apprised of the affair.
drill Prussian troops are
ing
occurred
in
the
history
of
aerostahim that, like his disconsolateheu, ho
subjected to. If the account be correct, No time was lost m dispatchingan enWhie
the
schooner
Fayette
Browu
had better have lelt the “ bogus” egg as tion. As a suggestion not before offered,
actual campaigning must appear like a gine along the line to look for the com it was.
we think it more probable that when the was lying at the dock at Marqqette, last holiday to them iu comparison with their
ageous little girl. Fortunately,to the
Sunday morning, a quarrel arose between peace training
schooner Guide saw them dipping in the
great relief of the girl’s mother aud her
The people of Rochester, New York, lake aud started iu the endeavor to rescue two sailors named Thomas Hanlon, an
“Military marches take place daily, friends, who were in a sad plight at the
have kindly interested themselves iu be- them, Donaldson and Grimwood, finding Irishman, aud William Astnip, a Dane, no matter what the weather or tempera- station, she suddenly put iu appearance
half of the orphan children of Donald- the balloon traveling faster thau the ves- who were working at the capstan, which ture may be. The men are invariably iu at heme, with but a few scratches as a
marching order. They start at 5 a. 'm., ---------------remembraucer
of her rash act.— London
son, the lost aeronaut of Barnum’s show. sel, concluded to trust to their life-pre- terminated by Astnip drawing a sheathafter having taken coflee, aud return to 1 {Can.) Free Press.
A benefit is to be given them, aud a servers, and desert the balloon, in the knife and stabbing Hanlon through the quarters about 11 or 12. The forces
guardian appointed that the proceeds hope that the schooner would continue heart. After receivingthe wound Han- divided iu two corps— oue of them, in
How to Break off Bad Habits,
forage caps, are supposed to represent rmlcr9tluia the reM0U8 wlly the habit
may be judiciously applied. Though ia the same course, and approach within 1011 Piokea "P “ ctll>stau-barand
Donaldsonowed nothing for their main- hailing distance. This they probably ' ^‘"’P “ fnrious blow ou thc b<»‘Uay- he enemy. The cavalry w especiaUy u injurious. Study the subject unti
trained
recouuoitenugduties, and a tll<,reJjg no paring doubt iu your
tenance at the time of his supposed did, the schooner being but about a mile | in8
0P™' Haulou lived only tmuple of troops invariablyaccompany miu(1. Avoi,, tge
|
^“ath, a few hundred dollars procured in distant and bearing direcUy down for two or.ihree minute* after striking As- he infantry. The troops arc never al- nu,, the tll0UgUta
temps
this manner, let it bo managed ever so
them. At this juncture,the balloon, trap. He was a single man, aged about lowed to enter a village; eatfh man takes tatiuu. Frequent, the places, associate
economically,will serve his orplians relieved of its burden, shot up perpen- 30. Astnip was arrested aud lodged in some bread and meat with him and with the persons, iudulg«riu the thoughts!
when the halt is called if near any town tlmt k.a(f8
jrom t*mptatjo“ Uf‘e
jail.
but a brief period, aud we would suggest
dicularly into the air and soon vanished
or hamlet, each squad of twenty men |
iJlen()8J u
t, f , \
tliat Barnum’s Hippodrome, which is inDo uot
'
from sight, which, according to the
Following is a statement of the condi- detaches two, who are sent to purchase
directly responsible for the sad fate of
wine
or
brandy.
The
men
who
have
no
wUeIlyon
imvo
statement of Capt. Anderson and mate, tion of the national bonks of Michigan at
dicted to picking and eating her

own
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the luckless

aeronaut,should supplement

the charitable measures of the less interested citizens of Rochester, by devoting
at least one

show

for

day’s receipts of the great

the

benefit of the helpless

was

loon not being understood by the willing

mariners, and having no conception of
the precious ballast in the lake necessary

and com- to effect it, they headed the schooner
circusmen, will you

children of their late friend

panion. How

is it

again for Chicago, leaving the unfortu-

“ tumble” to this suggestion?

nate aeronauts to perish in the violent
storm which strufck the like soon after-

While

Steiner’s balloon

at a great height over

was

floating

ward. Accepting

Oak Creek, Wis., may

a fresh arrival from the “oiild dart ” fol-

this hypothesis, we

readily account for the balloon seen

at various times and places floating at a

lowed the family from the residenceout high altitude for days after the lamentaof doors to ascertain the cause of the ex-

ble catastrophe.

citement which had induced the neighbors to unceremoniously

«

thu
ive
brVu ‘ re"E

vn,fUow

, ^

money are generally allowed to have
thousand times. Thi
pull at the flask of thou comrade, be ter oul „hoW8
d
B1HOUBCEB.
off thau themselves Tuts is an under- 1
w-i,,. ______ i.„..„
you to strive. When you have broken
Loans tod discounts ................ $19,238,618.43 stood tiling. The officersmostly do
your resolution,just think the matter
Overdrafts ............................
180,802.39
without eating; the few who require reU. H. bonds to secure circulation ...... 7,683,150.00
over, and endeavor to understandwhy
U. 8. bonds to aooure deposits ......... 300,000.00 freshment are content with a sandwich.
U. H. bonds on hand ................... 5,450.00 Each halt lasts three-quarters of an hour. it is you failed, so that you may be on
Other stocks,bonds and mortsagetf.... 352,129.31
your guard against a recurrence of the
Due from redeeming aud reserve agts.. 1,490,300.1a At the signal given by the bugle the senDue from other national banks
..... 765,518.61 tries aud outposts, which are stationed same circumstances.Do not think it is
an easy thing you have undertaken. It
rouud to a distance of 800 metres
Sw^Tmto^dASSS:::: i,m;K all
au.ro“ia ”.a u*™“ce.w **>
is a folly to expect to break off a bad
currentexpenses .................... »8,o5».8i| instantly fall in. The return homeward
iTcmimiiRpoll! ........................
*... ...» ...
260,538.11
different from the marching habit in a day which may have been

actually the case. This sudden the close of business on Juno

change of tacticsou the part of the bal-

,

.

.

30

:

!

wnn.inm.

|

Checkii and other awh IteuiH .......... 191,926.78
Exchanges for clearing-house.........105,909.01
BUla of other national banks .......... 374,107.00
Fractional currency .................. 54,746.08
8P«c|e .........................
22,545.34
I ifigal- tender notes
............J ..... 1,583,270.00
Five per cent, redemption fund with
Treasurer ...........................
835,208.90
Duo from Treasurer other thau 5 per
cent, fund ..........................
54,486.74

summon them.

j8

out. There is no more maneuvering;

5-ri

i:

IKS

i
So

gathering long years.

|

^

Khedive

Mat

!

A tooth was recently extractedfrom
$34,266,170.43
UAIUUTIES.
Mr. Brunson, oi Perry,
nominally to her. The diamonds are to
Capital stock paid In .................
..$10,422,200.00since last Thursday all the uou-commisbe divided between her and her two
balloon talked of in the family circle for Ga. About a year ago he received a Surplus fund ......................... 2,686,584.02
pistol ihet ip the mputh: by .which the Undividedprolits ......................1,286.841.00 sioned officers have been engaged iu sisters.
days, and her curiositywas strongly
National bank note* outatanding ...... 6,774,496.00 making facines and throwing up earthtooth ^ai tpflif^pitfhegumaM firmly Dividendsunpaid .....................
178,789.00
roused when she heard the cry in all di- Imbeded in the muscles of the tongue.
works. They start at 6 p. m., and reIn Jacksonville, III, last week, only
Individual deposits ....... ............10,988,644.76
U. 8. deposits ............
118,039.94 main out all night. On dark nights a one msrriage i
license
f—
issued,,
—
J and
rections, “ The balloon ! The balloon I”
Deposits of V. 8. disbursing officer*. . 234,123.62 powerful lamp, like that of a Ught-house,
when the young lady heard that she was
and she stared hard at the sky in the diDue to national banks .......... ....... 354,777.97
the only canoidate for matrimony she
Due to State hanks and bankers ....... 384,889.51 is used.”
rection the others were looking. “ Do with her anus around the neck of her Notes and bills re-discounted...... .. 008,784.11
Tliis seems hard work. In South Ger- 1 reversed her decision on the ground
landlordshe told her husband that she BUls payable .........................28,000.34
you see it, Bridget?” questioned her
many the training seems equally practi- ' that she couldn’t think of being married
was trying to reduce the rent. There’s
cal and severe. M. Victor Tissot’s book, if it wasn’t any more fashionable than
$34,266,710.00
mistress, excitedly. “Indade an’ I presence of mind!
N’umWr of banks, 81.
“ Voykge an Pays des Milliards,” of that

Now Bridget had heard nothing but the

tjfzxz*

the tongue of a

aa*1 it

.

w
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, v

I

.
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prrcM’ia

pays

HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
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“From

workmen better than saw-mills, the

weekly pay-roll distributes quite a large
sum of money among the. laborers. In
0. VAN SGHELVEN, • • Editor.
fact, the neat cottages that have been erected near the tannery since it was built
Saturday, August 21, 1875. prove that the employed are prospering.
The proprietor, Mr. George Metz, Jr., Informs us that the demand for sole leather
OUB XANUFACTUBZNG INTERESTS.
remains good; and that he contemplates
an enlargement of his establishment at an

had

of childhood I prayer ever uttered in the ancient church

dawn

the earliest

a presentiment that

I

G. Wurz,

Cha’s

in the language of our Knlck
erbocker
fore-fathers—
the same which had
gome time, sooner or later, I was tjound to
rise. There are some people who make aroused its echoes more than a century be-

have always

a.

at was spoken

Formerly of

St.

Joseph, has opened a

sport of presentiments;but, after all, pre- fore.”

first-fa Iklat

handy thing to have
around. Where would I be to-day If I had
not had a presentiment! In accordance
with this I have risen, as it were, to a
sentiments area

jfywial $otkfs.

CALL AND SEE HIS

Gravel

Propoiali for

point of order. Like a great many politi-

lailw

E**UblUhmeut In thU City, in the Store of Mr.
O. ItincnuN,corner of EIKhth and Market Streets.

o
W
o

day. This had a very encouraging cians, I rose by means of gass. I regret
Noticic is -hereby given that proposals
sound for “hard times” and as Mr. Metz the fact that there are only two of us.— will be received by the City of Holland,
at the office of the City Clerk, Until the
—t
As stated in a previous paper, our is an enterprising man we can confidently Prof. Donaldson and myself— as I would 1st of September next, for the delivery of
like to belong to the upper ten. Prof.
sketches of the manufacturing establish- look for “more tannery” and correspondfrom 100 to 200 yards of gravel, to be disft
Donaldson seems to be a very pleasant tributed along Eighth street, as the Comments in and about the city, we will give at- ing benefit to our city.
gentleman, although a philosopher and mittee on Streets,Roads and Bridges may
tention first to the manufacture of leather.
ft
wronaut. Although It is scarcely an hour direct.
RE-UNIONThis week, therefore,we shall present the
By Order of the Common Council,
55
I struggledinto eminence, the restraints
result of a short call at Mr. Metz’s tanG. Van Bciiblvkn, City Clerk.
lie- Union of the Twenty-Fifth Regiof my position are already becoming to
Dated:
Holland, August 12, 1875.
nery.
ment Michigan Infantry—
a meetCO
be
irksome
to me and wear upon my
In the summer of 1870 Uic above men- ing of members of the Twenty Fifth
Cancer cured by Dr. Bond’s Discovery.
spirits. I cannot help regetting if we fall,
tioned gentleman visited our city with a Michigan Infantry, held at Grand
Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
Remedies, with full directions,senttoany
we fall like Lucifer,out of the heavens;
view to the erection of a tannery here, if Rapids, during the general re-unlon of
part of the world. Send for pamphlets
and upon our arrival on earth, or rather and particulars. Address, H. T. Bond,
the prospect were such as to warrant an Michigan Soldiers, April 14, 1875, it was
upon water, for we are over the middle of M. D., Penna. Cancer Institute,1319 diesinvestment of the kind. Before deciding resolved that a re union of the above orgaFULL UNI
Lake Michigan, wo would be literally nut St., Philadelphia, Pu.
the questionMr. Metz compared the ad- nization should be held at the City of HolHolland, Mich., April 20, 1875. HMf
dead.”
7b the Editor of the Holland City Newt:
vantages and disadvantages of several land, on the 22nd of September, 1875.
On Tuesday Mr. E. E. Wood, of the
I am the owner and agent for the followother lake shore towns, with this place
This matter was then left in charge of a
Cliicago Evening Journal had the body ing City Lots, which I win sell atsuch prices
and we owe his selection of Holland as Committee, consisting of Adj’t Cha’s H.
disinterred and conveyed to Muskegon, as the “Board of Review,” now in session
the location for his tannery to our rail- Brown, Cap’t. E. Childs, Seig’t J. P. Me
AMI-BUMS AN! EXPECMAM PILLS.
shall apprize them at:
and thence by steamer to Chicago.
roads, communicationby water, with mar- Key, Ass’t Surgeon P. D. Miller, Com.
Lot 11, Block 29.
Have a aneciflc influencenpou the Liver and
2,
81.
kets and the larger quantities of hemlock Sergeant A. W. Snyder, Lieut. J. Kramer
Rowel*,and stimulate these organs Into such vig5,
15.
Another of the old landmarks in the
orous action that the impediments are removeu.
bark reached by rail.
and J. D. Everhard.
C, West Addition.
Favorablykno^c by operating inlldlv.
city of New York whereby the palmy
The resident members of this CommitWork began upon the buildingsin 1870
They prevent all Irregularitiesoriglnaling from
“ 14,
45.
days of the Dutch were retained to memimpurities of the Blood.
and they were completed during the year tee at once consulted the Executive ComLot8 2, 4, 5,6, 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12,18, 14
ory is about to be removed. The new and 15 in Blocks E and 11 West Addition.
—
AT
1871. The history of this important branch mittee of the “Holland Soldiers' Associagovernment building will soon be finished,
Lots 1, 2, 8, 4 and 5, Block 25, old plat.
of our local industries is, therefore, of a tion,” of this place. Ala late meeting of
and the post office removed from its pres- Lot 9, Block 2. Lot 4, Block 3. S. W. Add.
comparativelyrecent date; and we shall the Association, they volunteerdtheir serrj II tl ,l
••
BY
6. “ 4, “
ent quarters,known as the “Middle Dutch
9,
vices to perfect the necessary arrangements
now turn to its description.
it
is! “
u
12.
“
4,
“
9,
Church.” In view of this removal the
j j a ,i
a
A stranger sailing up our beautiful lake for the occasion, which offer was accepted
8. “ 6, “
13,
Chamber of Commerce of New York have
ii
F. “ 6, “ O.’ W. Add.
9,
or walking about its shores, has his atten- by the Committee.
i>
proposed to purchase the property and er15, Old plat.
10,
Holland,
tion attracted to the tall brick chimney
The undersigned were thereupon apect an imposing building in its stead.
Also 300 Lots in my addition to the City
Holland,
Mich., Feb. 25, 1875 . 2-tf
rising above a cluster of buildings on the pointed as a “Committee of ArrangeThe history of this building will no doubt of Holland, on long time, at 7 per cent
north side of the lake. The volumes of ments,” and as such this circular Is preby very interestingto many of our readers, interest and no payment down on the
smoke pouring forth give assurance that sented
latter.
and we make the following extract from
No reflectionupon the “Board."
the monster steam, that it represents, is
To the Officer*and Soldiers of the Twentyan articlewhich we found in the Christian
M. I). HOWARD.
working steadily on in spite of the “solid” Fifth Regiment of Michigan Infantry Volearly

o
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o
o
a

The Xeti Tannery.
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PRICES VERY LOW.

OmmraHBBDODS.

DR. SCHOUTEN’S

;

“
“
“1, “
“
“
“

.

—

SOLID

Wholesale and Retail

-

-

“

H WALSH,

• i

Druggist,

Mich.

PUMPS! PUMPS!

14-tf

times.

We

will

now

Intelligencer of the 12th inst.

satisfy his curiosity unteers:

whose knowledge of the affair consists in

den

an outline of our programme

:

1st. Wednesday and Thursday, SepTwenty thousand unfortunate boviues tember 22nd and 23rd, have been designa-

the general statement— a tannery.

annually surrendertheir clothing (empha- ted
tically metaphoricalyou see) to be trans,

formed into soles, (not
although the

latter

2d.

It

is expected that all

are sometimes suspic- the noon

iously like sole leather) by this tannery.—

trains,

3rd. The

who

wish

here upon the arrival of

on Wednesday.

hall of Messrs.

Bakkcr &

Van

These hides are brought here from C’hica- Baalte,

go,

coming from markets south, Texas especially, but a small
the greater part

portion of the supply being purchased in
this

State. And the leather goes back in

To any one who wishes to keep a Livery,
menced, and completed the next year. — i Stable, and run a ’Buss from ami to the
This church not being able to accommo- RailroadDepots and a Hotel, I offer the
use of the barn of the /ETNA HOUSE,
date the congregation, a portion of them
free of charge, with an additional bonus
determined to colonize. Accordingly, in
for running it in connection with my Ho- Cor 10th and River Street* and bny you a good
1725, they purchased a lot of ground on tel. This is a splendid opportunity and 8iih*taiitial
and easy working pump, which has
been put down to wholesale prices,so low that a
anyone
wishing
to
invest
will
address:
the corner of Nassau and Crown (now Liperson can buy one for almost half what they ust*4
P. Zalsman,
to cost. Wilms will sell his horses and Quit pedberty) streets, and began the erection of
dling Pumps, and therefor sell them lower at
.Etna House,
the Middle Dutch Church. The undertathe Factory.
Holland, Mich.
Holland. Mich. Mar 11.
l-Vtf
king lagged for want of funds, and unable
Holland, April 28,
11—18

the City or some of bis behalf.

4th. The “Holland Soldiers’ Associa-

quires 3,000 cords of hemlock

re-

see that

they are well provided for

two principal materials necessary

for a

5th. The Public Square of the City will
be the camping grounds, and the necessary
tents, bedding, utensils and provisions

year’s work.
buildings .will

tion. The yard and

now
beam

the tanning proper is done,

receive atten- will be on the grounds.
house, where
is

6th. At

202x50 feet meeting

7 o’clock,

p. m., a business-

of the organization

A Remular Communicationof Unity

the
more
'

will be held

the church finished and opened before

.

,

, ,

than thirty years the serviceswere ex-

, ,
.
. i
ciusively performed in the Dutch tongue,
to

the great displeasureof

Lodge,

No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening,September 15, at "X o’clock,

Montgomery for permissionto make a collection in its aid. This was immediately

expiration of that year (1729). For

Improved Farm

F. & A. X.

afterward to apply to Governor John

and then,

1875.

edifice themselves, the

given, the necessary'amount raised, and

bark. The during their stay in Holland.

above, therefore, gives the supply of the

The

and

H. -WILIMIS,

1875.

congregationwere compelled three years

the same direction. The process of chang- tion,” will then take charge of its “guests,”

ing 20,000 hides into sole leather

now Exchange place, was com-

will be our “Head-quarters,where
members will report at 2 o’clock,
to complete the
ra., and be welcomed by the Mayor of

all the

p.

street,

If you want pumps, don't be deceived by slop
shop work, that U being brought in from other
quarters which is made for to sell and not for lo
work, nor to last; It will get out of order and you
will get out of patience with It and pull the trash
out of your well. Then you go to

IP.

as Me days for this occasion.

apt/k gentle’reader, to attend, will be

MY OTTER.

“In 1696, the old Dutch Church in Gar-

The following has been agreed upon as

and that of three-fourths of our citizens,

i
0.

j.

„f

-

DoiaBUBo,Sac’y.

Geo- Laudeb’

-

I. 0- cf

0.

-

-.O’.'

\Mly

want to dispose of an 80 acre farm, worth $2.0fi0
at a great sacrifice.25 acres of this land
is improved, and contains 4 acres of
bearing orchard.

I

F.

. ,
Holland City Lodge. No ^.Independent Order
odd Fellow*, hold* it* regular meeting* at odd

the Fello«VJiaM

old founders of the church, the servi-

FOR; SALE.

CLAY

SOIL.

Vlaltlng brother*arocordlnllv Invited.

R. K. Hkalu, N. O.

English. In 1784
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
it was decided to employ this language enyard and 24
7th. Banquet and Oration in the evetirely. At the same time the pulpit was
Location—6 miles south-east of the City o( HolIn the lime vats the hides are first placed ning.
M. D. HOWARD,
transferred to the northern end of the
2Uur
SMwrttefmentiS.
Cor. 8th and River Streets.
and, to use a word which suggests itself
8th. On Thursday forenoon a steamHollandCity, Mich.
church, and galleries put ou the south,
without the authority of a tanner, they are boat excursion will be given on Black
May 9th, 1875.
west, and east sides.
»
“pickled.” This is for the purpose of tak- Lake and Lake Michigan, returning in
The patriot prisonerscaptured at the
ing off the hair. Then follows the beam- time for those who wish to take the after!
!
battles of Long Island and Fort Washinging and other processes to which they noon trains home.
—'—O — ton (1776), three thousand in number, were
AND
are subjected here.
Col. O. H. Moore has been written to,
carried to New York, and the church was To the one that buys the most Cigars
A few feet north of this building is a and it is confidently expected that he will
of me. between now and January 1st,
selected as their place of confinement,hav1876, I shall make a present of
brick engine house above which towers be present.
ing been prepared for their reception by
The “Holland City Cornet Band” have
the chimney, 100 feet high. This is 30x50
The traveling Public ami all others
tearing out the pulpit and pews. Thouwho want a good dinner can get it at the
feet in size. The engine that supplies the volunteered their services for the occasion.
sands of these wretched prisonersdied by
At some appropriate hour and place
power for the several buildings, has a sixOf whatever brand he may prefer, costdisease, and some were poisoned for the
“
ing from $4.00 to $7.00. I make Cigars a
teen inch cylinder, about sixty horse pow- a historical review of the Regiment will
purpose of plunder. Having served this
specialty.
Oun table at all times is supplied with
er. A fire steam pump, with hose etc., is be given.
end, the building was converted into a riH.
D.
WERKMAN.
the
delicaciesof the season, and such
It
is
impossible
for
the
Committee
to
preparedto pour a deluge of water upon
ding academy to train the British draHolland,
12 -m5
fruits and vegetables as the market offers.
any part of the yard in case of fire. The make any special railroadarrangements
goons. The glass was taken from the
J. MOV ICAR, Proprietor.
bark mill is in connection with this build- here, and this matter must necessarily be
windows, the shutters unhung, the floor
Holland,
June
25, 1875.
left
with
the
parties
coming
from
the
seveing.
torn up and scattered with tan-bark to
o
The leaches and cooler are west of the ral localities.
make good footing for the horses. In 1790 I want to contract the hanPng of IV) cords of
bark, from Section One to tny dock on the river: to
machinery department; a building 150x30 Dated: Holland, Mich., August 19, 1875.
imperial
it was restoredto its original condition, he hauled within the next thirty days.
Respectfully Yours,
protecting them from the weather. The
M. 1). HOWARD.
and remained unchanged till 1844, when
Holland. July 22,
IW25
IS
"BEST.”
J. O. BAKKER,
bark after being ground up in the mill is
it was leased by the United States for a
TMs
Soap
is
manufactured
from pure materials,
J.
Committee
double vats in the
double vats in the beam house.

in size. There arc 102

ces were half the time in

in the hall.

A GREAT BARGAIN.

land.

* * *

GIVE

AWAY

PHOENIX HOTtiL
DINING HALL.

A BOX OF CIGARS,

FHCEFTIX.”

Mich.

TEALCIFTO-.

m

cmPTon

KRAMER.

placed in these leaches, of which there are

seven, looking like huge tanks, 14 feet in

diameter. The liquid must be very strong

1873.

-I.

W.

EVERHARD, of
WAKKER, Arrangements.

D.

G. Van

in succession, into the

cooler. From the latter pipes distribute
it

in

the yard house and wherever it

wanted.

is

In 1728 Colonel Abraham Dc Peyster

8CHELVEN,

FOR SALE!

died, and left testamentaryd tree ton 8 that

for tanning sole leather and is passed
through the leaches

Post Office.

THE

Tub body of Newton S. Grimwood, the a bell for the new church should be procured from his mother country at his exreporter of the Chicago Evening Journal
who accompanied Prof . DonaldsonIn his pense. This bell was made in Amsterdam
in 1881. While the metal was fusing,
last balloon ascension, was found Monday

The drying house north of the other on the beach between Montague and Stobuildings, is four stories high and is, as ny Creek, north of Muskegon, by Mr.
the name suggests used mainly for drying Beckwith, a mail carrier and was taken
purposes. The lower story is devoted to in charge by a justice of the peace.
the rolling of the leather and preparing it On his person were found a watch, papers,
for shipment. The three stories above are minutes of the ascension and several letfor drying. Nothing but sole leather is ters fully identifyingthe body. An inmade and for this reason a less number of quest was held, and the body was hurried
men are employed than where upper and as soon as possible after being found. It
'iiarness leather is made and finished.
was dreadfully decomposed,apd the hair
The ofilce is also situated in this build- was almost quite worn off the head. The
ing and ensconced therein we found Mr. feet and hands were bare, and the clothing

preparatory to casting, great numbers of
citizens threw in quantities of silver coin,
to enter into the

compositionof

the sweet-

toned “gold reminder” which was to

semble

When

their brothers across the

the church

was

A

Pair of Horses;

One Lumber Wagon;
One Double Harness;

sea.—
a

secretly removed the bell, and kept

it

hid-

den until after the evacuation of the city
by the English,when the church was

re-

stored and opened, and the bell was

re-

CRAMPTON BROTHERS,
2,

4,

6,

8

and

10

RutgersPlace, and

CURED

MEAT MARKET
— IN’

38

and

35

Jeffer-

son Street,New York.

CANCER

M. D. HOWARD.
Holland, July 19th, 1875. 23-26

British riding school, one of the Dc Peyster family, fearing further destruction,

Oil. is

18-34.

Two Cows.

as-

converted into

it contains a large percentage of Vegetable
w* minted fully equal to the best imported
Castile Soap, and at the same time possessesall
the washing and cleansing propertiesof the celebrated German and French Laundry Soaps. It is
therefore recommended fo* use in the Laundry.
Kitchen, and Bath-room, and for general household
purposes;also lor Printers. Painters. Engineers,
and Machinists, as It will remove stains of Ink,
Grease. Tar. Oil. Paint, etc., from the hands. Mauu fact u red only by

and as

THE

—

by DR.

BOND'S

DISCOVERY.
Remedies, with full directions,sent to any part of

FIRST WARD.

the world. Send for pamphlet and particulars.
Address:

our thanks for was tatteredand in places torn by the con- placed in its position. Upon the occupaB, T, EOMSi M, !),, Pemu, Cuter Institute,
•showing «s about the premises and giving stant abrasion against the shore and the tion of the building as a Post-Office the
The undersignedannounces to the Public that
No. 1319, CheitnutSt, PhildilpUa,P»the necessaryinformation. With him we bottom of the lake. Attached to the body bell was taken to the Ninth street church, he has finished nls new Meat-Market,and Is now
ready to aupply his customers with all kinds of
* walked about the yard and inspected the was a life preserverwhich was bursted, where it remained till 1855, when it was ta- Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair dealing he feels conflaent of giving satisfaction to all
warious improvements that he is making. but whether owing to the concussionpro- ken to the one in Lafayette place. The bell those who wish to favor him with part of their
Protestant,
The huge piles of bark, here as at Cap- duced by the fall from the clouds, or by is fantasticallyornamentedwith gilt, and
EDITED BY

Metz to whom

we owe

JUST ISSUED-

The National

showing
barracks, are especiallynoticeable. The impossible to determine. Nothing has its ago, place of manufacture, and the
annual supply Is now nearly all obtained been heard of Donaldson, nor have any name of the donor.
and this product of northwooda covers a remnants of the balloon been discovered.
On the Sunday preceding its final surportion of the yard. After having the ex- The finding of Grimwood’s body, however render to the Government, in 1848, the old
tract, In which its chief value consists, has induced the prosecution of a thorough structure was crowded to its fullest extent
Uktn from it, the bark is being used to search of the beach in order, if possible, by those wishing to bid a last goodbye to
fill up the marsh and thereby enlarge the to find them.
this historicrelic of the olden time. Drs.
The following is probably the last of Knox and De Witt led the fatewell servipremises.
Twenty-five men are employed about : poor Grimwood’s writings, evidently writ- 1 ces, which were in both Dutch and Enthe tannery and as it is a business that ten after his departure from Chicago: glish, and, after the benediction, the last
pon, Bertsch A Co'a Ummiry

built

up

like reason of contact with the shore, it

was

is

inscribed with a

few

sentences

A

The stand la one door west of G. J. Haverkata
Son’s Hardware Store. .
Holland. April*,
W. BUTKAU.

1875.

WILLIAM
Late Editor of

FOR SALE!
HOUSE, STORE

and LOT.

II.

VAX NORTWICK,

tJu ^

Standard;

Jersey City. N. J.

M-

The moat Interestingand attmctlveJour-

IheNalioJud Protestantia a •ixteen-page Monthly

I offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, being on the South- to aubscrlbera at
East comer of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
OJfM
Holland. Thu buildingsare all new. It is a desirable location for any kind of hulsiness. Terms
Addroai: THB RATIONAL PRO ISTANT,
D. TK ROLLER.
p. o. Box 4,061. 67 Liberty Street,New York.
Hollan:, Mich., March 3,
3-tf

easy.

00*1**

1875.

m

YE**.

Services will be held at the Episcopal

EXCURSIONS

Church to-morrow morning and evening,
by the Rector.

The steamer Huron, left on

nn

excursion

The

Chicago, yestcnluy.

trip to

The populationof

Messrs. Boone & Alberti ad-

ded sixteen horses

to their livery.

New

York City has

-

now

Monday.

--Hon.

WARD

journey to Holland, about October

BLACK LAKE
And

fresh supply of

reaches the comfortable

The
days.

--

-

Absence from

-----

agitation of the cemetery question

still continues.

The Council

in a few

Crockery,
Glassware,

- -

Common
-

-

AND

instructions to re-

A

Council proceedings.

---Douwe Wlcrsma, was

Last week Mr.

Liquors and

Sabbath School Pic-nics

O AH; 3D

I

Watches, SilverWare,

In addition
the above general InforExcursion Parties. mation
to the Public, 1 wouW announce
to

that I intend to carry on a >\

taken suddenly with a severe attack of

A BEAR was killed last week on the G.

Groceries,

can accom

I

Produce.

etery and referred the entire matter to a

with

arrange-

modate large

the proposed extension of the present cem-

the city and official mat- select committee

made

have

ments by which

at their last

meeting received a remonstrance against

accounts for the want of locals this port. See

week.

Lake Michigan,
And

The

steamer Minneapolis,which is being

repaired at Detroit, will be out

Dry Goods,

over a million inhabitants.

1st.

a new Store In the FIRST
of the City of Holland. The

new building lately occupied by
Mr. Bos, as a Bakery, has beeu
fitted up to receive a

a census has shown an American city with

F. Stockbridoe will start on his

FIF1ELD

J.

Han opened up

Public with Excursions on

U. 8. revenue cutter Andrew John- figure of 1,064,272. This is the first time

non arrived in Chicago,

ter

I

short notice, to serve the

Increased nearly 100,000 since the census
of 1870, and

The

on

at all times,

the public.

improving their store premises.

On Monday

am prepared

I

City Librarian, Mr. L. T. Knnters,

Co., arc chased are now in “stock,” and open to

&

,1

•

informs us that the new books, lately pur-

Messrs. G. Van Puttkn

!

!

Clocks, Spectacles, &

HULLSALfc

Persons wishing to charter

trade in
men to
hold him. He did not recover and died will address
&
over him.
--on Monday, leaving a wife and five chilCapt. F. R. Brower, and give notice of this for the special benWhy is a solar eclipse like a woman dren. Mr. W. lived in Vriosland, ten
HOLLAND, MICH. efit of all dealers in said articles.
whipping her boy? Because it’s a hiding miles east of this city; lie was a farmer
Farmers will find my store a welcome
July 15,
14-tf.
place. I wish to buy all they have to sell
of the sun.
and store-keeper, and of late years had
in the line of PRODUCE, and can supply them wilh everythingthey need in my
A son of Mr. S. De Boer, of this city, in been a very excessive drinker.
The Side-wheel Steamer.
line. A good stahble and accommodations
falling off a home on Saturday, broke his
A great many strange tilings and things

R.

&

Jewelry, Pocket-Knives.

delirium tremens, requiring three

I. railroad, the train running right

LIQUORS

--

CIGARS,

Thenfl good* will b« *old at the lowe*t powlble Price. Inrj ArtloliWirruUittbi]aitti Sipr$i6utcd

Watches, clocka and Jewelry Repaired In the
beet manner.
Holland. Mich., December 1, 1874.

1875.

HURON,

worthy of note occur at Holland City, but
you never see anything about them in the
Brick Pomeroy, of New York, will de- Holland City papers.-Aftyon Journal.
liver the oration at the Allegan County
If it should become the rule for each lo-

right shoulder-blade.

Fair, September 29th.

for their teams are offered to

them.
Mu. James Wkstvkkr will always be
found ready to wait upon any of his old
friends who wish to call upon him.
All orders will he promptly filled and In re-building our now shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,
delivered home-free of^charge.^j ^

ALEX. ELTON, Master,

note all “strange things and
worthy of note” occurring in the
where it is edited and published it

cal papers to

Will

make Tri-Weekly trips

IPHCEIflTX
Planing Mill.

between

Of

things

Garibaldi is said

to

be in improving

health. His country can
His work

is not

ill

spare

place

him.—

Holland, Mich., Feb.

done.

Joseph is being
furtherout and the work

north pier at

extended 300

feet

St.

is progressing favorably.

The

appear to be unable to find the where-

Since

Van Der Meclen,

has sold

his old homestead in the village of Zeeland
to parties of Grand Rapids.

State Sabbath School

Grand Rapids, Au-

The Hon.

-

-

—

Leaving

country.this is the first reliable news which

we have heard relative to

this

man

Bergman will be

Street,

and

It

family,

arrived at their home, Chicago, last week.

15-tf.

Maj. C. F. Trowbridge, U. S. A., and

man

to love a Protestant

may

woman,

be accepted as autho-

How-

eral days, stopping with Hon. M. D.

DUNN.

house of John C. Cottrell on the

can” of Chicago.

ecclesiasts advocate the establishmentof

Messrs. G. Ladder, J.O. Doesburg and

Masonic convention.
-

11th.

-

-

In the

middle of

fire broke out

)idity

Mich. Infy and 4th Mich.

Battery, will hold their eighth annual re-

that

—

In the female seminary

it

w.

cry that one

a

her

room.

little girl

for the door*

Tire plaintiff’s demand was $1,024.

drove every oue back.

—

—

— -

and windows; but the flames

As

Mrs. M. Brown, Dewite McNutt.

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

the excited

W.

MINDERHOUT,

King Louis Philippe[sent

Henry Edink,

of

Zeeland, an old

prison bird, has again

forgery.

name

When

first arrested he

as Charles

II.

gave his

Edwards. On the

this

French army,

The captain
pre-

summer, was

is

now

the heroine a

Announce to
witnessed

years ago, and sentenced to one year’s im-

prisonment.

19,

Van Scbilven,
E*q, Pibtkb Otto, of Chicago, HI., and Mr*.
Anna V*n Stems, /i* Baas, of Holland, Mich.

Cotton* des,

Shawls,
Young

and Mackinaw.

-

-

The

-

estimate for school expensesfor the

Board
of Education is $6,172.07. The annua
statement of their receipts and expeadilures, publishedon our first page, makes

next fiscal year as published by the

a satisfactoryshowing.

Wanted.

To exchange property in Kalamazoo,

-

Special Notice-

Warrington is making her rounds along
houses with the necessarysupplies. At

The City Drug Store will be kept
open on Sundays, until further notice is
given.

Hrber Walsh,
Proprietor.

Holland, Sept.

w a

Holland, Mich., Sept.

To

to

Do

TuaWdi* *

It,”

Co.,

1874.

Prompt ittntioa,
E.

HEROLD.

HoLLAND.Feb.20th, 1874. 1-8^8-ly

El

454

a

ly

Meat Market,

M. Reidsema & Son.

15,

1874.

Furniture House

mu

me.

Wall Paper,

Holland, Feb.

Oil Cloths,

Banker! A Broken* Wall StN.

Y

O.J.HAVERKATE

Mattresses,

COFFUsTS.

Mreet., aent free.

AL’S

FOR SALE BY

Feather Beds,

v

4fr-2a-tf

IRON CORN SHELLERS

Feathers,

:

14,

BURR

Carpets,

47-fc-ly

JACOB
1874.

KU1TE.

$10,000
on Wall

Jacoh Knits.

Since the dissolution of our co-partnership, 1 am
oldest
in urylng on this business alone.at the OLD STORE,
where
cau he
lie found
ivuuu »1
uiucs. aua
here tlean
at Ml
all times,
and wuere
where 1I will
keep conatantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and
Freeh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
Alwavi keep a full and well eelocted atock of Fur- I expect to see all onr old friends, to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
niture,at price! correspondingwith thetimei.
Induce them to purchasetheir daily rations with

Window Shades,

900 c?A PROFIT.
“How

hm

the City.

aGw"0*l
18,

The moat competent workmen conatantlyem
ployed,and all work made up In the,
latest style and with dispatch.

on hand.

HOLLAND,

3th Strut,

Has been Invested in Stock Privilege!and paid

Grand Haven she left machinery for the
now fog horn and materialfor the construction of the life-saving station.

A Veiy large stock

Tbe

CHEAP FOR CASH.
$50

Wilt

Ladies1

Give them a call before buylngSelaewhere.

for a stock of Lumber.
Addrew: C. Forbes, Kalamazoo, Mich.

-

«,

ui Kiuu

„

Notions,
Hats A Caps.

writing paper and envelopesat
Walsh’s City Drug Store.
Holland, Mich., June 24, 1875. 19-21

The Governmentlighthouse steamer
this shore, furnishing the several light-

#Goods

Prints,
Of

Mi,

hniriig fill

Gentlemen's
Underwear,

A Choice Lot

HEROLD,
- -

which beiongato hla line of trade.

IN

bOOflS,

J.

pleasure trip and started in another direc-

.

E.

BOOTS, SHOES, FIlTIDIlTa-S,

Skirts.

^liecial Notices.

the latter going to Grand Traverse

Druggist** Pharmacirt.

Also a full line of

Ladies and

and Gov. Bagley went one way, Senator

tion,

46_tfHEBER WALSH

Lilia, Snti,

Flannels,
Repellents,

the townahlp of Holland, by O.

little

Remember- 1 am not to be undersold by any Rouse
n the State of Michigan. Call and aee.

RUBBERS, ETC,

Legislative excursion party

Ferry and Christiancy got up a

25, 1875.

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

Holland.

IIP

1875, at the realdcnceof the bride's parenta In

While the

_

Which 1* more complete In eveir departmentthan
ever before. They have a large line of all kind* ol

parried.

la not enrpaaaed. It la warrantedsuperior to any
White Lead In thl* market, and la sold at mnch
le*a price. My Mock la purchasedIn large quantitleaof firsthands, *avtng all iobbera' proflU, and I
can thereforeafford to acll below my neighbor!.

the PupUc that they have received
Urge and new stock of

President of France,

OTTO-VAN STENIS.-On Thuaday, Auguat

Everybody who
wlahe* to pnrehafe PAINTS, OILS, VAHNI8H,

o

:o:—

arrested for an embezzle-

ment of moneys, committed about twenty

I

& SONS,

.....

River Street,

and the brave girl Madame MacMahon#

country

_

The undersignedrespectfully announces that he
atlll suHtain* hla old reputation, and that nobody needs to be wanting In anything

General Dealers.

thereafter,

who had

-

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

the girl’s pluck, begged an introduction.—

Ringelberg,a Hollander,of Grand
a visit to the old

WERKMAN

gold medal for her bravery, and a captain
of the

a

in cash.
Holland, Mich., June

QT

state-

liminary examination be plead guilty.

Rapids, while on

was

seen skipping through the flames with the

been arrestedfor

-

WANT

I

Prop’r.

pleasant.

Methodist Church.

AND

Highest market price paid
for Butter <fc Eggs, in trade or

ed with the Hotel.
J.

-

few days

My

A SPECIALITY.

Holland City being located at the
head of Black Lake, six miles from Lake
hereafter will make Holland their home. of those apparentlynever-ending moments Michigan, is beautifully situatedfor exMr. Ten Eyck will open a law office in elapsed. The populace prayed for two cursionists and fishing parties, and the Prog
souls with closed eyes. A loud hurrah, prietor will do all in his power for the acKenyon’s block.
commodation of his guests, and render
--that was prolonged to the echo only to be
their stay
Rkv. John Russell, of Detroit, the State repeated again, attracted the attentionof

A

Xn. Wykhvlien’i Queen of Ointment
can be bought at the Store of J. H. KiekIntveld, Eighth Street. Price, 25 Cents.
Holland, Mich., February 25, 1875.

NINTH BTUET.

TEAS AND SYRUPS

ground floor. Livery connect-

Mr. J. Ten Eyck and family, of Fair- sound of cracking timbers and falling maview, 111., arrived on Wedncsuay, and sonry, dashed into the doorway. Many

terrifiedchild.

Jk

to the citizens

Gents Furnishing Goods. S"n;<'LA8“''tc" °e ^
Holland City White Lead

room has been fitted up on the

save here!” that rose above the

the devotees, and the pale-facedgirl

Sim

M

Agents a large and well lighted sample

cut through the crowd, and, with a shriek

TemperanceLecturer, addressed the people of this city on his favoritesubject,
temperance,on Wednesday evening, at the

And recommendsherself
of Holland and vicinity.

Choice Groceries

Office on First Floor.
For the convenienceof Commercial

veled blonde hair and flowing nightgown,

of, “I’ll

CHILDREN,

|

unfortunate child, a tall girl, with dishe-

1875:

19,

specialty of all FEMALE COM*
PLAINT AND DISEASES OF

Dealers in

left in

spcctatois were beginning to pray for the

List of letters remaining in the Post
Office at Holland, Mich., August

COL ir

elegant furniture:

There was an immediate rush

on Thursday against the defendant for $535

---

had been

Scrofulous Swellings.

John Roost & Son,

it

The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished witli new and

was

Street,

Makes a

and the season afford.

crowd watched the destruc-

No. 25, Tenth

Cures: Felons,
Burns, and

30, 1875.

AT

with the best the market

ra

to

0 DQBSUEKO.

meuure. j

The table will be supplied

all, as they supposed, and then,

tion of the building. Suddenly there

verdict

at

WYKIIUIZKN has removed from
West of Hope Church.

Goods Sold Cheap,

FIRST-CLASS.

was feared all the inmates

as is usual, the

Mich., on the 24th inst.

a

botlle or by

J.

Eighth Street

All the leading Patent Medicine* In the market.
A full Stock of the very beat Perfumery *old In

would perish. The firemen, however,

union at Centerville, St. Joseph County, brought out

Roost, the jury brought in

prietor to mtike

Co.

o

MRS.

been spared by the new Pro-

the winter of 1838 a

Limoges, France, and spread with such

---

In the suit between 8quiera& White

Paint Brushes.

House has changed Proprietors, and is open to the
traveling public. No pains have

sectarian or parochial schools.
----

D. Bertsch have returned from a visit to

Grand Traverse, where they attended a

his

W. VERBEEK &

R/EMOVBID!
- -

Thiti

Lake Shore, was burned on Tuesday night.
The property was insured in the ‘•Ameri-

is

Or anything In our line, manufactured on ahert
notlae.

he strictly pure.

H.

Holland,Mich., July

soul?” And it is with a
view to inculcatesuch and similar ideas
nto the minds of the young that ultra-

now where

AND BLINDS,

DOORS, SASH

Hair and

Holland, Mich., May, 1875.

Church, and then added, “and

rules of the

Oils

Counter, Cloth,

substantiallythat the deceased fell in love

ard.

and

Chamois Skins,

Clerk.

rity. At the funeral of a young man in

with a Protestant lady, in violation of the

IDIR/ST ICI3D1T,

Trusses,

River

CITY HOTEL,

if Arch-

family have been visiting our city for sev- Eaton, O., recently,the Archbishop said

John

P, other. Medicineswarrantedto

On Board.

E. S.

steam

SPECIALITY.

a heinous sin for a Catholic gentle-

is

bishop Purcell

The

Chicago, and

a

Are fold ae cheap at thl* Drug Store a* at any

DEPUY & LAWLER, 22-26

find his corpse.

who

and tiik drying of lumber
WB HU ALL MAKE A

Paints

For further particularsapply to
PFANSTIEHL, Holland and

os

EIGHTH STHEET.

Medicines,

Saturday.

ho made by our “detectives,” and whether

we rave

Drugs,

&

eatlify all

Or Re-Sawing Done.

CHICAGO,

Tuesday, Thursday,

man being alive or dead, we shall watch
the extent of the exertions which will now
the search for the live

• •

70.

J. Russell Jones, late United

States Minister at Brussels,

The

NO.

Most Approved Patterns;

I Planing, Matching,

mmi

m

Berg-

rigid as the ettorts made last winter to

gust 31st, and September 1st and 2nd.

-

by

;

himself to his father in the old

dition to our City Library.

The Michigan

Monday, Wednesday & Friday

known, at

does not wish to have this

least so it is reported in a letter written

by the City will soon warrant another ad-

Association meets at

mm

HOLLAND,

abouts of the “hero” of this aflair. Berg-

The amount of Library-money on hand man

Rev. C.

Leaving

DOESBUHG,

J. 0.

SOUTH HAVEN.

Via

defendants in the Bergman case

the

And we arc confident we can
waul

woukUnevitably include more or lessorsonnel scandal.

The

12, 1875.

AND

VAN LANDE6END & MELIS

Wall paper bought of us,triUbe trimmed
for
*ree of charge.
46-2 1

ly

18.00;

until farther notice.

HOLLAND,

MICHIGAN

T

1XTHA, MIM'ICA, CUTKA, COHN,

your house, for it’s joiced that they had left that part of
“ That’s he,” cried the medium; “now
the viper and the leech.
of the country, for they had been regular I’m sure you cau’t refuse’, Mr. Beaman.”
A Castilian Fable.
nuisances.
And, at the moment, the medium’s
The Coroner confessed that he could
Several years had passed away, and hand and arm shook violently. She
DT JOHN O. SAXE.
do no less titan search the premises, the murder of the rich drover had become seized a pencil, as this was the spirit inBloridf , Brunette— in a glee and glow,
“ fin»nKc!"MMa Viper"to a Letch,
Waiting the magic word. Such a row—
while ho said rather roughly to the man an old story. Then it was that, lying fluence requiring her to write.
S*\eu jsars, »ix yean, live, four, two
r iiH°W <l,ff*reoUjr by men we re nted
who proposed this measure, “I supposed late one morning, I had a dream— if
Ten mo. my neighbor, l beslech,
She wrote, however, but a few words,
Why you srs sought snd I am hited ?"
FUty finger^, all M a Une-r ?
that you would like to put Mr. Doane to dnifljn ill Aonlfi bo called -^in wLich when the influence passed, and her hand
inconvenience,as he complained of you oldlacob Beaman, tbllnuldareddronerbecame stationary. The medium seemfed
i**16 />oc*» ,n prompt reply
and your friend here lost summer, and stood at my bedside in his long Guern- to expect a renewal of the influence, and
not
detractor,
Men
deem
their
enemy ; while I
MotKkrtrMary, age of ten*Imfl yopputin jatfffora pjisdemeanor. sey frock, and, with uplifted hand,
waited two minutes, when a ludys&id:
Am cherished as their ham factor."
Even pie Unger-tipe again—
You have owed mm a spite ever since.” said : “ Bripg my. Qimderer to justice. “ Pray, Miss Brown, read what you have
O'.auff H along the lint, and then :
" What mighty differencethey see
“ Spite or no spite,” cried the other, Aveoge toy blood,* which cries from (ho written.”
That yon should M the more inviting,”
“ Intra.mlntra, cutra.corn.
“you find old Doane’s weapon in the gronod against the ungratefulone;”
The I iper answered.*• pywles ^ . *
The medium took up the paper, held
Apple seed and bper thorn
Since both aliltoare fond of biting !”
dead man’s heart.”
Wire, brier, limber lock,
“How can I do that?” demanded it to the light, and read: “Secure my
Three geeac in a flock
“I
shall do my duty,” returned the I ; I know him not, and even if I murderer; he is present.”The believ*' We Imth are bite ra, to be sure "
Ruble, robk, rabble,and rodt,
Coroner, pushing fcho young man aside did, how could I prove that he did the ers looked arounu on every side, scanl io.v.u/
v TbL^^lied,! “ but ,ct mention
\ou bite to kill, and I to Cure
0«f!" I*
and entering the farmhouse, followed by deed?”
ning every face at the table, while one
The differencelies In the Intention.”
the
tavern-keeper,
constables,
and
othThereupon
the
face
of
the
drover
beor two skeptics smiled; but it was a
Scmenct fall* on Cnrlydiead—
One wee digit is "gone ind di afl
ers. During the search the two young came distorted with an expressionof the somewhat ghastly smile, nevertheless.
MORAL.
To those who pain n» with Intent
Nine-snd-forty left on the spread.
men were particularlybusy, opening tliis moot violent’anger, and muttering “ MaAs I was a stranger, many keen glances
To do us good, we should be grateful
door aud tliat, and peeping into every ry Brown,” he disappeared as suddenly were shot at my countenance; but I was
4‘ Intra. mintra,” the flat gr**—
While those on spits and mischief bent.
W'holl bo taken, nobod r knows
We well miy shun as base and hsteful.
cranny. The Coronet could find nothing as he came.
looking at young Beaman.
Only God may the lot dispose
in the shape of a rifle, and had already
“ A very foolish dream,” said I, os I
He sat motionless, like an image of
! begun to apologize to Mr. Doane for
Is It more than a childishplay?
woke, though the cold sweat seood in white marble. He said not a word; but
Pith ami Point.
Still you ugh and turn away.
giving him so much trouble, when one huge drops upon my forehead. Who was in a few moments he rose and staggered
Why 7 W hat pain In tie ight, I pray ?
^ ested iuterest— Money in the waistof the graceless scamps pushed open the Mary Brown, and how could she have
toward the door. Before he had reached coat pocket.
Ah 1 too true : “ An the flngf rs fall
door of the milk-room aud cried:
shot the drover ?
it he fell senseless to tho floor.
One by one at the magic call,
“ We liavo not looked in hero yet I”
A week passed, and I had almost forThree may keep a secret— if two of
Wo picked him up, and means were
Till, at the last, chance reaches all,
The Coroner, with a listlessair, en- gotten my dream, when, taking up a used to restore him to consciousness. them are dead.
So, in tbs fatefuldays to come,
tered the apartment,followed by a village newspaper, the first thing that met my
Ho only partially recovered, and then The first thing tho magnet ever atThe lot shall fall In many a home
lawyer, and just turning over a tin pan eye was the advertisomeut of a clairvoy- complained of a terrible pain about tho
J hat brisks s heart ana Alls a tomb—
which stood on a shelf near a window, ant Spiritualist,who pretended to do heart. He was conveyed home in his tracted— Attention.
tth&ll fall, and fall, and fall again,
something fell to the floor. The Coro- several things which are generallysup- own coach, which had been sent for.
The man* who couldn’t find his match
Like a law tnat count* our love but vain—
ner picked it up; it was a largo pocket- posed to be beyond the power of mortal
Like a fate onht eding our woe aud pain—
Tho physician told him that he could went to bed in tho dark.
I book.
man. The advertisement was signed not recover. Then he sent for a clergyWhen is a soldier not half a soldier?
Ono by one. And who nhal! nay
Surely, under a pan in the milk-room “ Mary Brown 1”
man, to whom he confessed that, lieing When he’s in quarters.
Whether the lot may fall thia day
was a strange place for a pocket-book;
That caltethone of fheac dear babei away?
The eoineidenoo was remarkable, and determined to marry the young girl, who
| still the Coroner held it doubtiugly in
W HY have chickens no hereafter ? Ih for a moment it seemed again to hear was absolutely necessary to his happi“ True ! too true ! Vet hold, dear friend,
his hand, when the lawyer observed, the sepulchraltones of the drover ness, and being assured that if be mar- cause they liavo their nooks twilled in
Evermore doth the lot depend
“ Better open it, Mr. Butterwortb.”
as he pronounced the name of “Mary ried her his undo would disinherit him, this.
On Him who loved, and loved to the Mid.
The pocketbook was accordingly Brown I”
he had followed his uncle one night,
M hy is a sobir eclipse like a woman
Blind, to our eye*, the flat goes—
opened. It contained seven dollars in
One likes to behove in wonders, if he when tho latter was driving his cattle to whipping her boy? Because it’s a hid
Who'll be taken no mortal known
bank notes, a receipt for five hundred can, especiallywhen he is individually Baltimore, until, coming to a solitary
But only Love will the lot dispone—
ing of the sun.
dollars, and an old letter much worn. associated with them, aud for a moment
place, where there were no houses, he
The Coroner examined the name on the I felt flittered in having boon chosen by shot him dead with a rifle.
The way for a desolate old bachelorto
Only Love, with Hi* winer night:
Lon- alone, in Hln infinite might
Ijftck, cue of tl»e young roisterers Iming the departed drover as his medium of
secure
better quarters is to take a
What else passed between Beaman
Love, who dwell* in eternal light.”
“better-half.”
very ofliciousin holding the candle near communicationwith this lower world.
aud his religiouscounsellor, is known
the letter. The Coroner held the misThen came intrusive reason, which has only to the latter. In two days Beaman
** I *aw him kiss your cheek.”
THE MURDERED DROVER.
"’Its true."
sive under the eyes- of the lawyer, and demolishedso many an air-built fabric
breathed his last. His amiable and
“ Oh, modesty
Twas strictly kept
both of them at once looked very grave, rich with rainbow glories. It suggested
lovely young wife, struck to the heart
He thought me asleep;at least I km w
M ny years ago, when I lived in Mary- 1 exchanging meaning glances. Tlie letter “You have seen this name, ‘Mary on learuiug her husband’s guilt, surHe thoughtI thought he thought I slept.”
laud, a neighbor of mine — one Albert was directed to “Mr. Jacob Beaman,”
Brown,’ at some other time, when care- vived him only five mouths.
The hair from a lac'y’s braid should
Odyne— waking in the night, heard the murdered man.
lessly glancing over the advertisements,
never be worn on the lapel of a gentlesomething which sounded like the hoofs The Coroner immediately ordered the and it came back to you in your dream.
Lost in a Coal Mine.
man’s coat unless the parties are (nof a horse as the animal wanders, list- j Constable to arrest Mr. Doane. Soon
A very common occurrence.’*
The widow Gallagher’sson James, 14 ! gaged,
lessly,over the frozen ground. He was | after a loud shriek was heard proceed
Very well, thought I. Nothing is years old, worked in a coal mine near
„ . „ ,
an honest old farmer, and had several ing from a distant department, the easier than to test this over-skeptical Dunmore, Pennsylvania, as a mule-boy. Professor (kindly) — “What is the
horses of his own. He believed that all shriek was uttered by the wife of the
reason by attending one of tho seances Ho was in the employ of the Pennsyl- J^a , r» ^r* ,aJ
^ou look unwell.’
his auimals were securely stabled; hut prisoner.
of Miss Mary Brown. Hamlet tested vania Coal Co., and was a hard-working ^>ophomore (with a volume of “Christian
wheu the noise of hoofs pounding the j The letter was opened. It came from his ghost and foimd it to be a genuine little fellow. He had an enemy
in his hand) “My breakfast
hard soil approached his window, he a nephew of the murdered man, living article. “It was a true ghost,” said ho tho miners, one James Barrett, a
burned at the steak; that’s what a
thought it was time to got up and recon- , at Harrisburg, Penusylvauia.In that to his friend Horatio after the play.
Barrett was in the habit of kicking and
10
Ine•,
noitre. Therefore, although his good letter that young man earueslybesought That very night I called at the house of
cuffing and otherwise abusing the
“Which had you rather do, go to
lady heaved a heavy sigh aud muttered, his uncle to consent to his marriage with
Mary Brown, and found her seated at a shamefully,and youug Gallagher became Wheeling in Virginiaor Coming iu Ne“0, Jerusalem! Why upon earth can’t a girl in humble life, to whom he was large table, with a dozen persons around
mortally afraid of his task-master aud • braska Y'— Exchange. “Well, we don’t
the man lay still ! I’ve got a hard day’s madly attached. It contained a great
it of both sexes. A tall slender young
tyrant. One day, in the mine, Barrett want to Berne Switzerland,so we’ll go
work before me to-morrow morning,’’ Jeal of romanticrhetoric about marrying l uum
oiuck sat
sat near
near the
me register,
register, aud
and
man m
in black
raised his pick-ax, and running toward to Reading Massachusetts over Andover.”
yet the farmer carefully got out of bed for money, and highly cstollcdthe vir- , now and then rubbed hi i hands over it
Gallagher threatened to split his head ; Boston Advertiser.
and ra sed hie
tries of the poor girl with whom the I took my place at the table.
wide open. The boy ran from his
. T
,
school boy has written his
, ™
T1’ Farmer- 0dly“<' T7 a wn,er was 8E"ltcn- 11 '“S afterward
I can settle with vou as well now as mentor in mortal terror, and entered
horee neai the house moving to and fro, known that the wealthy drover
----- tV —
‘
^
at any other time,” said Miss Brown to mouth of an abandoned coal mine withUP 0,u tbe 8cr°W of /a“e this
with Ins nose to the earth, as if seeking fixed bis eye upon a young lady highly her visitor at the register.
out knowing it. At length after assur- , ARR’* His teacher wanted to know the
for grass, while on his back was a saddle connected, and hud assured his nephew
“0!no, no, madam,” returned he, ing himself that he was not pursued he 11!un
zo^8,.1 "
T1*3 tbe re*
with low-hanging stirrups. As the horse that unless he married her, ho would politely; “ I am in no hurry for my rout stopped, and first found he was ina vv» the hornd, the frigid, the temperraised his head and looked toward the not leave him a cent at his death,
— none at all— liesides,I like to witness strange place. He had heard tho miners’ ute
mi0W1rate; He will
open window, the farmer discovered a but would alter lus will in favor of
the performance. Continue on, and stories of horrible sufferingsin abau- j ent°r the lecture field this fall.
bridle on the head of the beast, though , a more distant relative, living in Peudon’t mind me.”
doned mines, and became greatly fright- “ Sir,” said a little blustering man to
tho bight had slipped over his ears and , sacola.
So this was Mary Brown’s landlord.
eued. He ran along the corridors to ; a religious opponent, “to what sect do
was danghng
Silas Doane was imprisoned, tried,
In a moment one lady suggested that find his way out, and could not. He you suppose I belong?” “Well, I don’t
inis was a case that required looking convicted, and sentenced,to death, sov“ perhaps Br. Beaman would like to get was lost. The mine lamp on his cap exactly know,” replied his opponent,
into, for it was a oold, wintry night; and eral other circumstances appearing to
some communications himself.”
grew dim, and finally went out, leaving “but to judge from your size, appearsome traveler might have become be- confirm his guilt on the trial,
I started at the name of Beaman, and him in tliick darkness. The echoes ance and constant buzzing, I should
numbed and fallen from Ins
I Bat the Governor of Alary land was not while the young gentleman was declining which his calls for help sent ringing | think you belonged to thq class generally
The farmer now hastily dressed him- satisfied with the veWict of the jury, with thanks, saying: “ Really, madam,
through the subterrauean world reached called insect.”
self, aud lus *ile, being informed of aad the friends of Doane soon produced
it would lie no use, as I have no faith,” no mortal ear. He was followed
uxr..,.,
____
u
i
what her husband had seen, no longer testimony which, in the view of the exob3flT‘:a Ho comb, as
I asked a gentleman at my side if the droves of aggressive rats, too, but lie
thougnt of the hard day s work on the ecutive, warranted him in granting a respeaker was a nephew and* heir to the wont on and on as long as be could hold 8„
u‘ting.°H llls dotl;e? tbls “orumorrow, but, springing out of bed, , prieve of three mouths,
rich drover who was murdered several ont. The rats were r!ady to take j-os“ .‘i ”° ..Pfb( °“ tlu'm
rushed the logs and kindling wood
One Relief Swazey-a poor, half-wit- years ago.
session of him ns soon os he gave
^
"
n°"
the
andirons,
and
soon
had
____
tke andirons, and soon had “ flic fire fair ted girl in the service of the Doauos—
“Yes,” was 'the reply, “a very fine and when he sat down to rest they scam- 7 /’ . i
ell, give me
blazing and the vestment
„„„u,
.uunu.uuu.way,
wav, that,
mar, on
stated, in „
a roundabout
on young mau, I lielieve;has improved the pored over him, apparently in a
'
1
In a few minutes the good woman had the night of the murder, she heard a
property,been very successfulin specu- glee of expectancy.So he kept moving 'ntb me’ , "dae,d. Holcomb. ‘ I don t
eveminng prepared for receivingthe ; noise as of some one opening the window lations, married a tine girl, very beaution through this terrible solitude.At
1 cau 1 aflord “*>
luckless stranger whom the frost had which led from the rear garden into tho
ful but very poor. Lucky for him that length his memory failed him. A party clotb- -Anbury iWs.
the old man dropped off just as he did. of millers went into the abandoned
A Detroit boy who scraped two or
It was the turning point.”
to search for the boy. They found him three dollars together last week, aud
Mr. Odyne observed an ox looking ov$r uing through the garden,
My informant paused, for three loud after a short search, and brought him started for the Bbick Hills, was yesterinto his garden; the neck of the animal
few weeks afterward a traveler raps, that made the mahogany quiver,
up into the light of day amid the joy of day found on the front door-stepsby the
resting on the top of the fence. He ran called on the Governor and stated tliat,
were given, apparently, on tho other the villagers. He was still alive, and af- family. There was dust on his clothes,
out into the road, and soon met two riding through that part of the township side of the table.
ter a time revived sufficientlyto tell so straw iu his hair, and a sad look in his
more oxen, and immediately afterward on the night of the murder, he saw two
Even the medium started with sur- much of his experience iu tho mine as eye, and as the old man reached out aud
the.re,
0 men carrying a heavy burden, resem- prise.
above related. He hud been lost two hauled him in he remarked: “Father,
b’uig the body of a man, along the pubAt length, recoveringherself, she days and one night. The rats had you may talk about quartz-mining,shaftand enjoying the largest liberty. he road. Supposing they were earning
smiled serenely, and remarked:
gnawed ono of his hands so much that, sinking and lodes and veins all vour days,
x
80ffie.,l1,llucky
home one of their companions who had are getting more company than we bar- it was necessary to have it amputated, j hut I tell you there’s no place like home,
i
^ A1? wayside; and taker? too much whisky, he thought no gained for; the earnest spirit is a new aud two or three of his toes were eaten even if your mother is homely and
tlu u, for the first time, a sinisterthought more of the matter, tilt accidentally seecomer.”
off. The rats had also taken various lame '."—Detroit Free Press.
f
tlm)ugh lus mg an old paper, while he was staying
One of the ladies turned to a gentle- other bites out of him. His mind
a member of the colored church was
brain, and his heart beat more quickly as | in Richmond, Va., which gave an ae?
man near her, and said: “I am fright- dered, and now and then he would the other evening conversing earnestly
the question arose, Am I myself alto- count of Doane’s trial, he was struck
ened; hadn't we better go?”
shriek, “The rats are eating me up,” with an acquaintance, and seeking to
gether safe on this road at this time of , with the coincidental circumstances.
The gentleman laughed her out of tho “ Drive them away,” and then he would have him change into better paths, but
• * i
•
described one pf the men who car- notion, and said: “ Perhaps that spirit cower in terror. These sluiekiug fits the friend said that lie was too often
“f
ftl'1'-'‘“f S'JJPicjOM,ami ri«l the body na toll and slender, the otliis calling for Mr. Beaman, and is angry became more frequent,and finally the tempted to permit him to become a
rnwl to Vh
md 1?UB '‘r as “'tort nml Stout. Such, Indeed, at his skepticism.”
doctors pronouncedthe boy insane, and Christian.“Whnr’s yer backbone, dat
bmdermoat of theoien, when were the two rogues who hmt been
Beaman laughed, and said ho had he was taken to the lunatic asylum in ye can’t rose up and stand temptation ?”
looked* ruteonatl»1^'OU|S<' I * h°S<' f!able ' enmcst t0 Procuru the convictiouof the never before imagined himself to be a Danville. The miners routed James 1 exclaimed the good mau. “I was dat
to,
be saw some- prisoner. Botfe. of them were arrested person of so much importance.
Barrett out of town, and collected all his ; way myself once. Right in dis yere
“ But,” said 1, “ as you are a skepfle, clothes aud Other effects and publicly l town I had a chance to steal a pa’r o’
m
U‘C T!""1, 'Vllf h ft“l1 Pnt in
P™™- Tliev were
cut un
i
H
, wry much frightened,aud pretended to
sir, you are the man wlio ought to come
Jut cut up to it and found that it was . make a confession. They said they were to tho table and get converted.Yon burned them, as an expression of their boots— mighty nice ones, too. Nobody
opinion of the
| was dar to see me, and I reached out my
know tliat the physician ip not for the
C.ri1?1’
011 U‘* mgMof toe
A
SefcftAl.Rnv9«
: band* nml tbe debbil 811111 take ’em. Den
,8d “n‘ b>“ : When, finding the dead body of the whole, but for tho sick.”
mi n ,;
. ,
ft good spirit whispered fur me to let
fallen ra-iu was ‘dill lx ntinw
tlui ( trover at some distance from the house
Hero most of the company— especially
Ino rail Mall Gazette of a recent date dein boots alone.” “And you didn’t
T^aZrt
of Mr- Uomi<'- th“y determiped to fast,-., the ladies— joined with me in persuad- says: It is impossible to read the evi- take ’em?” “No, sah-uot much; I
- o’- cheap shoes off de shelf
soon discoveredthat
^"handle , ^'"“"P011 hi“, ““ ftey owed him a ing Mr. Beaman to take a seat at the deuce given at an inquest held in
took a pa’r
of a daiTirer which ha.l
,
deoP 8nid?e» autl ^ere sworn to be re- table.
Wilfrid’s Catholic School, Preston, on an’ left dem boots alone 1” — Vicksburg
He could no longer refuse without ap- the remains of a little child named Rich- Herald.
1
ACCOrdin,g‘-'i’tbrT, 1,ick8d "P
Odvne now ran to
I
carried it and deposited it pearing perverse, and, therefore, in a ard Lancaster, aged seven years, who
laughing, jaunty manner, he placed him- died that morning in consequence of inand aroused
' near flUi ,10UBe Doane, went to the
A >(rvel Method of Smuggling.
hmc wason
snotL
cl^^nsr, and got the old, rusty dug- self at the table.
juries received from leaping through the
As the steamer Columbus was nearing
“Have you no deceased friend or rel- window of an upper room in the school the Quarantine landing Tuesday, Inspecfo? there was a treni.Zous
1 fZuhev t "kTl
tbrC
ative
from whom you would like to one day last week, without a feeling of tor Kane noticed several large bags
the
murdered
man
havina
they
took
the
drovers
pookct-lrookthe murdered mau having been (juicldy
from the breast of his coat, went behind receive a communication ?” inquired the sadness.
little culprit
been
con----- -- The
------------had
-----------thrown overboard. Suspecting they conrecognized as one Jacob Beaman, *a
the house, raised the window which led medium, gently.
fined in the room with trwo others by ! tained smuggled cigars, ho had the veswealthy drover living on the southern
into tho milk-room, deposited it under a
There was a pause. I looked at tho Miss Bamber, a pupil teacher, for the ! sel stopped, aihh iu company with Inborder of Pennsylvania.
tin-nan, and cut for dear life.
countenance
of Beaman; it was pale as fault of “talking in school.” At half- 1 specters McQbat and Hogan, jumped
On examining the body the Coroner
Mauy believed this story ; others death.
past four, when the pupils were dis- i into a boat snd rowed after the mysterifound that deceased had lieen shot as
mocked. The two young men weregen“Yes,” cried a little girl at the ehd of missed, they were taken thfrough
tho i ous packages. Another, row-boat had
well as stablied. A ritie ball had entered
— — — O
erally believed to be guilty of the mur- the table. “I’m sure Mr. Beaman
room where the prisoners were confined, similar intentions, and the occupant sucthe temporal bone, «jid was doubtlessin
<ior. The Governor pardoned Silas would like to hear from his good old un- and these latter, it was stated, had been
ceeded in fishing up the bags, aud imhis brain. A couple Of Swaggering young
Doane, and ho was set at liberty, but
told they might follow when the school mediately rowed for dear life toward
men belonging,’ro the village soon came
the mark of Cain was on his brow, as a
“ I have more respect, more venera- was discharged.Owing, howevet, to tho Staten Island shore, The officersat
up, and, haviu^ . examined the (tagger,
considerablenumber pf the community tion for my deceased relative,”answered some mistake or misunderstanding',the
once gave chase, and after much diffiswore that it belonged to Mr. Silas believed to hi, mult. They
the Beaman in a hoarse voice, “ than to asdeceased child did not follow, and was culty overhauled the boat and seized its
Doaiw, the fanmTiiiaur whost' house the
pool- simpleton,Belief Swazey, had been socifljb hi* namo with what to me— begunwittingly locked iu the school. He contents. The prize consisted of six bags
•corpse •WHS'ftmnd. ' DOmie Wr' present,
suborned; »aud that the two prisoners
did not long remain there, for about 5 of cigars, in India rubber air-tightbogs,
ami confessed that the dagger was his;
had founded their confessionon her
o’clock he leaped from one of the win- as large as mail-bags* The man was albut he added that it was on old rusty
story, a*,- flic readiest means of oettiair
dows into on adjacent court, aud after- lowed to go, but he gave some important
afi'uir that had been long kicking about oiit of
those three terrible knocks on the bot- ward walked to a house, whence he information to the officers.There were
in his ohaiae-house, and that anyone
Finally, the two rogues broke out of
tom side of the table made tho latter was earned home in great pain by a many thousandsof cigars in the bags,
might h^vo taken it from thence.
prison, . and made good their eacane
“0, yes,” cried one of the bullies, Satisfied that they would never eome jump under our bauds, and drew forth schoolfellow and died. The jury re- and t he seizure is looked upou os one of
a low sliriek from more than one lady turned a verdict of “ Died by a fall the most important made during the las
“ tliat is very likely; yet it is the Core- back, the villagers very generallyrepresent
through misadventiu’e.”
few years.— iVew York Express,
ncr’fi duty to search

no

trirting thing to find tills dagger
yours in a dead man’s breast.”

Ten anitU band* uj on tiit apn ad ;
Five toms kneeling beanie the be.l—
Dlus^yes,lilack-eyes,Ouriy-htaJ.
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HUXAH BEE-HIVE.

A

Denalty oi the Population of the United

Kingdom.

Chill Curb

The Innocent Old Lady.

and inevitable drift of production in this
country, and indicateswhere capital is
to seek its chief employments and rewards. The competitionbetween the
agriculture of the two continents is at
last coming out in our favor; and our
true interest lies in afiteding every facility to the branch of industry 111 which
our largest achievements are won. — New
York Daily Bulletin.

!—

Safe and Sure.— Dr.

Wilhoft’a Tonic Lb curntive wid protective. It

She lives down on Baker

street,and

will cure ChUlu and protect from further attack*. Ita reputationin established. Its comold. The old lady retains all her sim- poeitiou is nunple and scientific. It contains
no poisou. It acts promptly and its effects are
plicity and innocence, aud she doesn’t go
{>ermanent. It is cheap, because it eaves doca cent on style. The other evening tors’ bills. It is harmless, speedy in action and
when a “ splendidcatch” called to es- delightful in its effects.Try ft and prove all
cort Ihe daughter to the opera the moth- that's said. Whoclocx, Finlay A Qoi, Proprietors, New Orleans.
er wouldn’t take the hint to keep still,
For hale by aix Duuooitm*.
and wouldn’t help Jcarry out the daughshe lias a daughter about eighteen years
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'--new

West. /Ira'* fine-

AOENTS WANTED.
Chicago, lux

F. A.

Hcxcil-

The United Kingdom of England and
Walee, Scotland and Ireland, with the
Channel Inlands thrown in, sro only
Rlch f-iil,|pod
MetUs
nie-ita. no d SthooU. " e a f>r the Linda <,i toe Sl-mi
twice aa large in area as the State of
City <nd Hi. PmiI K, H arc the Merireeor»rd Mlaaonrl
River K*vu. •*, miry vayuienie
Illinois,but they are all the “ world’s
workshop,” and are supplying the unocter's idea that they had wealth. While
*1 R lew'1 ' "re
r , |f.w%
Great liarm and discomfortis caused
cupied parts of the habitable world not
helping her daughter get ready alio by the use of purgative*which gripe and rack
An
Heiress
Elopes
with
a
Negro.
iTJIK
UI^TIn
the
World.
only with manufactures and capital,but
the system. Paraon*' PurgativePill* are
I It («ivee Uuivenel Satisfaction.
asked :
with men. One of their largest exports
AUtNDKLKt I. Kennnnty.
Mrs. Broucher, a widow, of Deer
free from all impure matter, and are mild aud
“ Mary are you going to wear the
<0 lla. more hraad
Flour
is human flesh and blood, done up in Park, Long Island, adopted a little girl
health-givingin their operation.
SAVES MLLK. J f.m. AV.
shoes with one heel off, or the pair with
(tne year'* aaNlng* will imy a o->w.
individual packages, aud shipped across several years ago, and educated her.
AO MOIIKHOI 11 Jilifc'.*n.
holes in 'em ?”
How to Grr a Home. Hoe advHtUcmont.
oceans and seas. The tide of emigration The girl is now about 17 years old, and
Whiter. IJililer.Kwwler.
Rich*'
Mary didn’t seem to hear, and the
F.VKimiom I'rnlsee li.
has been flowing ever since the first was to have inheritednearly all of Mrs.
The Lobe* are *11 In Lore with l*.
A
MAM
OP
A
THOUSAND.
mother inquired :
•KLL* like HOT C AKF.H.
English setuemeni
settlement was maun
made uu
on the
j^ngusn
mo Broucher’s real and pen
A Oonacmptitb CPIED.-WbM»death mu hourly
personal estate,esti•'"Send at once for Circularto
“ Are you going to wear that dollar
pocted from Consumption,all wmedlM hutlnf
American coast, more than 2u0 years mated at about $40,000.
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CHEAPfor CASH! [W.

Saturday, August 21, 1875.
I otter

IES WORLD'S FAIR,
ColumMa,

pn

1876.

TOOsLIN; USTEW

Bankbuilding, Cor. Eighth and Eivei St.

Doors,

Asked Brother Jonathan; ho schratched his head,

‘

our own Invention and own making, too?
Why, any child could tell ye what to do:
Show 'em your Civil Service,and explain
How all men's loss ia everybody’s gain;
Show your new patent to Increase your rents

Blinds and

Mouldings.
Which

I

;

In need of

Show your short cut to cure financial Ills
By making paper collars current bills;

1
lifSillAji

warrantto be good, strong and substanlow price,and request every one
these articles to come ami examine.

Immense Supplies of

desired I furnish the sash all glazed.

If

Show your new bleaching process, cheap and
To wit: a Jury chosen by the thief;

brief,

Goods,
Ooods,

Dry

Lumber and Country Producetaken In exchange
for anythingIn my line.
S. DE BOER.

,

Street,’

River

Show your State Legislatures; show your Rings;
And challenge Enrope to producesuch things

Holland, July H,

- •

1875.

If that

Clothing,
Crockery,
Stoneware,

Groceries,

-Jan 1

Glassware,

The Cordial Balm

;

don't fetch her, why, you only need

To show your

latest

style In martyrs-Tweed

Syr

of

Tonic

At such advance in one poor hundrqd years.”

—Xation.
the re-

ports come to us either that the wheat crop
is poor, or that it

disaster.

The

has suffered from some

certainly is that our exports

of wheat will this year be on a scale unusually large. It
but

it

may make

Having disposed of most ol our old stock, I have
occupied my new quarters, on RIVER STREET
with a beautiful stock of everything
pertaining to a complete

Pills.

one thing needful.
—

-

^pffial Notices.
Proposed Improvement of
River Street Special As-

sesment District.
CITY OF

HOLLAND,

Clerk’s Office, Aug.

18,

1875.

Plated

Ware,

health.

be Neatly

All Repairing will

Mas. IIARIUET 8TUROI8S.

F.

A A.

CHEAT?.

the line ot Produce will find with us

a

ready

.

HO EE AMD, IVTICH.

Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,

Holland,

Mich., Feb. 22, 1875.

2-ly

&

MILL FEED, CORN,
AO

U. S.

*2*

LECTURE

A

To

That the Common Council of the City
of Holland have caused to be made anil
deposited with the City Clerk for public
examination, the estimates, plats, diagrams and profiles for the improvement of
River street in said City, from First street

cal

to Sixteenth street;

ROBERT

That said improvement was determined
upon by the Common Council at their meeting held August 4, 1875, at which mee-

"Green Book,” 4c.

I

J.

CCLVERWELL. M.

D.,

4c.,

—By

&c.

L. S.

R.

R„

_

__

____
I

OSWEGO
Xj

A.TJHDR Y.

MANUFACTUREDDY

KINGSFORD

and

AND

HUniUM

DONE

ON SHOE!

L.

26,

NOTICE'

1874.

8PRIETSMA k SON.
4M4cl-ly

or

Retail
at

!

Cash Paid for Hides.

the Lowest

PRICES. JACOB FLIEMAN,
and
HIGGINS Top

&

of

Ha* re-opened hi* carriage
wagon manufactory at hi* old stand on River street,where l.e
may he found, ready at all times to make anything In the line
3

or

Open Buggies,

Light & Heavy Wagons,
G-EOCEE/IES
Sleighs, Truck?, Etc.,
AND

Etc.

SILVER GLOSS STARCH,
FOR THE

public to call

DEALERS IN

PURE AND

acthor of the

offer these goods at low

ri‘<lUV*t ,Ir‘ tnulIl,K

Holland, February

Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

D’S SL00TER

Misses

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

-5-Cs-ly

N G S F 0 R

Gents,

CIlthDHEN'S WEAR.

be found at ail times, at

CASH
Holland,

examine

Store,

Goods of the Best Quality and

FOR

& M.

AND

Our intentionis to

Etc., Etc.

—

of the Latest Styles of

Ladies,
louTHs,

HARRINGTON,

Wholesale

R. R. Depot.
HOLLAND, MICH.

YOUNG MEN. K

Pits; Mental and Physical incapacity,

C.

E. J.

Where may

Office at M. L.S.

Ju*t Published,in a Sealed Entdnjie. Price six cents.
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and Radi
cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrho-a.
Inducedbv Self-Abuse. Involuntary Emissions, 1mpotency, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to
urrtnivitavntiiira lit**
... nt i..*. L* •til..*.....
Marriage
generally; Consumption.
Epilepsy,mid

Ex.

K. N'T

In the-

Brick

All orders promptly attended to.

2My

rsm

—

k hlllff,

everywhere.

It is

W. H. JOSLIN.

For Sale by Druggists gen-

Shoes.

bought expressly for this season of the year.

Boots & Shoes,

J. E. HIGGINS,

and

Foots

Glass-ware,
II,yrH and Caps,

}

f

Steketee,

Desire to Inform their many friends and cus.'tomera that they have on hand and for sale

and Promptly executed.

P. 8.— Wo tell all with whom we are acquainted,
are similarly afflicted, to try your medicines. •

You and each of you are hereby notified;

in

STREET,

-RIVER

v

HOLLOWAY

was

WE SELL

market ami the highest prices.

Tipton. Dec. 8, 1874.
I request all of my old friends to come and sec
take plcnMtrc In Informing you of the sur- moln my new place and satisfy themselves us to
prlalnidy beneficial rcsulta from the use
uw of your the above.
Enullsh Remedy.
Cordial naira
Balm of
of Svrlcum
uukhbh
ihjiiicm*.The
i ne corniai
and Lothrop's Tonic Pills In a case of great NerMr. J. M ykliulr.cn.the Jeweler and Rcpatrer’fof
vous Debility and Prostration,by a member of our
the First Ward, has establishedhimself with
family who had been under treatment by different
me, and will he pleased to see his old cusdoctors for nearly three years past withont anv aptomers iand friends continuetheir
parent benefit therefrom;but your medicineshave
former favors.
produced a most wonderfulchange for the better,
and the patient now enjoys comparatively excellent
"

who

A

complete and selected with a

accommodate the various classes of Trade.

Everything

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and

Wholesale Agents.

it

to

is

Musical Instruments.

To Ennc Kraal. Mrs. Chambers, W. Blom, O.Dres
«er. E. N'enhuis.R. Van Kampen, E. Kellogg, T.
P. Sheldon, J. Trimpe, E. J. Harrington. Michigan JOHN F. HENRY & CO., New York City.
Lake Shore Railroad Company,E. Van Der Veen
•t Co.. J. KMeman, A. Vennena, C. Van Dc Veer
JOHNSON,
& CO.. Philadelphia.
M. P. Vlsser. I>. J. Workman.J. Dnursema A Co ’
SETH
S. HANCE. Baltimore. Md.
L. De. Kiaker & Co., M. D. Howard. N. Kenyon,
W. \ an Pu .on, O. Van Puttm, P. F. Pfanstlehl, WEEKS 4 POTTER. Boston. Mass.
J. Blonekanl, 11. Moyer A Co., W. A 11. Elferdink
J. Roost. J. & C. Dykema. A. Bae.-t,A. R. NibbeI'nk. R. K. Ileald. E. & H.Takkeu, P. Wilms, Mrs.
McOeorgc. A. Laniers, B. Ledeboer, 8. De Boer
J. Oxnc.% T. E. Annls, 11. W. Verboek, O. J. te
erally
Vaarvverk.T.Russell. II. Ulterwilk.J.Albers, E.
Van der Veen. D. te Roller, A. Cloetlng. W. Vorst
Dr. Lothmp may be consultedprofessionally by
B. Dekker,Miss Mclleman, C. Vorst, II. Brouwer, mail, free of charge. Address
J. A. Roost, H. Baum, Mrs. H. Binll. II. W. V’erG. EDGAR LOTHROP, M. D.,
beek A Co., H. De Jong, Hoogeatcger Mulder.
II. Meeags. M. Van Regenmorter, II. D. Post. ,)!
113 Court street,Boston. Mass.
Aling C.
M. Storing. H. Van der Haar. K
bchaddelec. G. 8. Harrington. Wesleyan Methodist
Church.R. B. Ferris. G. Rank, L. D. Arnold. M. M.
dark. A. De Feyter. and any and all other persons
interestedin the premiseshereinafternaumd:

ting

Our Assortment of Goods

Silver Ware,

JACOB MESERVE.

bread dearer;

now, commercially speaking, the

,

I

will bring gold to the country, and

gold is

---

Jewelry and Variety Store. view

Fbiwbbijrqh, Not. 12, 1874.
have uaed the Cordial Balm of Syrlcum and
LothropV Tonic Filin an a preventive and cure for
the line of ardent spirit a and habitual intoxication,
and I (1ml them actually specific in inch caaea. I
regard them as moat Invaluablemedicines,and
nothing could induce me to he without them.

Provisions,

Flour Feed,
and Grains.
---

icum and Lothrop's

;

She'll find it hard to hide her spiteful tears

From almost all parts of Europe

Notions and Trimmings
Hats 4 Caps,

Furnishing

Holland.

As high officials sitting half in sight
To share the plunder and to fix things right

the

GENERAL RETAIL STORE

tial articles, for a

By pa) Ing quarters for a collectingcents

STO ___
Of

Sash,

Whittled a while reflectively,and said,

irx. r.

At

Milk-Safes,

Of true home-make on her CentennialDay,

ua»*ra-n4lv.nu-aa«ai
czarer.awntrt* m

fk

my own manufacture

of

tiled whtt the should display

n

FLOUR A FEED.

A good assortment of Thimble Skeins always
on hand.

Warranted Seat-Springsof any shape or
I

8th Street, Holland, Michigan.

style.

USE NOTHING BUT

The world-renowned author,in this admirable
We beg leave to call the attention of the Public
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
SEASONED LEHEEK,
"Pvin-d, in LAHARBE’S
that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may
THE PEST
IX THE WORLD.
OLD H KM 1 RE STORE (west of Van Linde- My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured from
be effectuallyremoved without medicine, and withGIVES A BEAUTIFUL FINISH TO THE UN- g«-nd'*la FLOUR 4 FEED and GROCERY Store.
out dangeroussurgical operations, bougies, instru\N e oliall keen on hand everythingthat pertain*
ments, rimrs or cordials; pointing out a mode of cn. and the difference between It and common
SecosI Crovtli Eastern Tinier,
starch is scarcely half a cent for an ordinary wash- to a complete Family Supply store.
cure at once simple, certainand effectual,bv means
ing. Ask your Grocer for it.
of which every sufferer,no matter what his condition may he, may cure himselfcheaply, privateGeneral Blucksmithing done with ucatne*a
ly. and radically.
nud dispatch.

T.

& SON.

TEQCOHL?

STARCH

resolved:

1

“That the side-walksalong said River
street be taken up wherever this may be
necessary and laid on the grade, after the

All

Flour, Feed,

Work

Warranted

grading work is completed;
That a suitable bridge he constructed
Hay, (Train,
l*r This Lecture will proce a boon to thouMwl*
across the creek near the end of said street,
Shoeing a Speciality.
and thousands.
and Mill Stuff,
with water courses wherever deemed necThanking ray old customers for past favors
Sent
under
seal, in a plain envelope, to any adF3B nr:n;35, blars uaiise. ice cbeau, *c.
essary, and that said bridge and waterI solicit a call from them, and a* many new one
dress. jMMt jxiid, on receipt of six cents or two post
courses be includedand designated in the stamps.
Prices. a* want anything ic my line
Is the original— Established in 1*43. And preserve's
its reputation as pluer, strokuer and
profiles, plans and estimates of the work;
j. FLIEMAN
Address the Publisher?.
S LOOTER &
HIGGINS.
MORE DELICATE than any other article of
That after such grading is completed, a
the kind offered,either of the same
Cha’s J. C. Klein & Co.
Holland, Aug. 13,
10S-iy
road be constructed along the centre of
name or with other titles.
said street, twenty-four feet wide, with
127 Bowiky, New York; Post Offlce Box. 548.1
Stevenson Macadam.Ph. I).. Ac., the highest
fl-lyr.
chemical authority of Europe, carefully analyzed
six inches of good sound clay at the botthis Corn Starch, and *ays it is a most excellent
NOW ON HAND BY
tom, and from ftmr to eight inches of good
article of diet and In chemical and feedingproperand substantialgravel on the top;
ties is fully equal to the best arrow root.
That the expense of said work and imL. T.
CO.
DEALERS IN
Directionsfor making Puddings,Custards, 4c.,
provement be defrayed by a special assessaccompany each one-pound package.
Bark, Ties, Our advice to the Public Is not to purchase any
ment upon the lots and lands abutting
For Salt by all First-classGrocers.
Instrument, without Investigating firht the
upon said River Street,(except that the
Timber,
all kinds
PKR'h and QUALITY of these Organ*.
costs for improving the several street inThey are constantly kept on hand and
NOS. 82 A 34 VESEYST., X. Y.
tersections and the frontage of Market
open for Inspection at
of
Produce.
For Laundry and Household Use.
Square on said River street, and the exWe retail Teas to families, hotels. 4c., at lowest
MANUFACTUREDAt THE
pense incurred in the constructionof the wholesale prices.
BOOK-STORE,’
We have put up iu our wood*, (on the Lake Shore
bridge and water-courses,aforesaid, he
Works, Nmrk, N, J, Road, two mile* West of the white school-house on
NO. 72, EIGHTH STREET.
assessed against the City and paid from
the Grand Haven road)aflr*t-cla**
portable saw-mill
Our
Wash
Blue
is
the
best
in
the
world.
It
does
nil our Tens, and add but a single small profit to
"inch I* now in good running order, and can serve
the General Fund);
the actual cost of Importation.We solicit a single not streak, contains nothing injurious to health or the public at any time with all kind* of building We also take order* for
That the lots and lands upon which trial, and guarantee satisfaction. Our teas arc put fabric, and Is used by nH the large laundries on ac- material and fencing at low prices,and deliver the
said special assessment shall he levied up in «»ne pound packages, with kind and price count of its pleasing effect and cheapness. Superi- same wherever wanted.
STECH &
PIANOS,
We can lengthen out so a* to aaw 40 feet, and
shall include lots one and eight in block printed on each. Our prices range from 4" cents or for whitewashing. Put up in p ickagea convenient for family use. Price in cents each.
to §1.25 ncr pound. Where we have no agents we
will make long lumber and timber a specialty
four, lots one and six in block seven, lots
We
keep
In
stock
the
two
kinds
of
‘‘IIOWF”
will send a pound package bv mail, postage free,
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck plunks and
For sale by grocers everywhere. Always ask for
and of the ••GROVER 4 BAKER” Sewing Maone and four in block ten, lots one and two on receipt of price. We wish an Aurnt iu this the AMERICAN WASH BLUE, If you want the any kind of ship timber are tinequaled.
All hills will he tilled promptly and with des- chines. These four differentkind* of machines
in block sixteen, lots one and four in block place, to got up clubs amongst families for ourteas, cheapest and best.
will give him or her liberal inducements. Send
patch, and a fair dealing can bo relied upon Cus- are the simplest and strongest In the country.
nineteen,lots one and seven in block and
AMERICAN ULTRAMARINE WORKS, tom sawing done at bottom figures.
us your application,with references to one or two
twenty eight, lots one and eleven in block merchant* In the place. We refer to the publisher
All kinds of Farm Products, taken in puv for* The depository of the AmericanBible Society
Office,72 WHliain Street, New York.
’umber and sawing. Also Wood, Bark and Rail- has been removed by the committee,tothe “CITt
twenty-nine,lots one and eighteen in of this paper. Address, for teas or *n agency.
road Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake BOOKSTORE" of
73e;me:23p:litantea co.,
block thirty-eight, lots one and eighteen
Michigan, or on any of the dock* along Black
32 and :M Vkssit St., New York.
in block thirty-nine,lots one and eighteen
Lake.
L. T.
tfc CO.,
in block forty-seven, lots one and eighteen
18-30.
Holland, Mich., March 12,
4-tf
Xo. ?2, Eighth Street. - - - HOLLAED, MICH.
in block forty-eightjotsoneand
six in block
-:o:fifty-six, lots one and six In. block fiftyseven, lots three and eight in block sixtyfive, lots three and eight in block sixtyGratefully acknowledgingthe liberal patrosix, lots four and five in block five, lots
nage of his many friends and cu»tonaer*
iu the past, respectfully invites
four and five in block six, lots four and five
the attentionof the
in block eleven, lots five and six in block
Public to his
fifteen, lots five and six in block twenty,
lots five and six in block twenty-seven,’
lots five and six in block thirty, lots five
OF
Would r**pectftally In'orm the Public of thl* City
and six in block thirty-seven,lots five and and vicinitythat he I* fully preparedat any time
six In block forty, lots five and six iu block move and raise house*, barn*, or other build ngs.
fifty-five, lots four and five jn block fifty- All my work will be done satisfactorilyand on
short
J. QUART EL.
:0 :•—*—«
eight, lots two and nine in block sixty,
Holland. June 10.
17-tf
five, lots two and nine in block sixty-six,
In a,d?Kl0«n to our Department of MILLINERY AND
LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS, we keep our
and Market Square in said city, or such
Stock well assortedwith a full line of
I hope to sec all my old friends and many new
sub-divisions of said lots or lands, as may
ones to examine my goods, so well
be abuttingupon said River Street, and
SILK AKD LACE SA CQUES,
selected for the trade.
also the street-intersections where said
BLACK AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
We have on hand a fall Ancrtment cf the Beit
River street crosses first, second, third,
SPRING AND SUMMER SIIA WLS,
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth,
111
11 111
COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING 8TOVE8.
- KID GLOVES IN ALL COLORS,
tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourSUN UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS.
Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Etc.,
BY
GALLON, A1
teenth, fifteenth and sixteenth streets;
CIO—
and the said lands and premises shall be
Horse Nulls,
J.
0.
DOESBURO.
designated and are hereby declared to conHorse Shoes,
stitutea Special Street District for the purHolland, July 7, 1875.
Wagon Springs,
poses of special assessments, to defray the
Horse Trimmings,
The new styles of Shawls are very attractive,and we have
expense of grading, claying and graveling
Glass, Putty,
no “22K wl11 J>le*M our friends. In the line of
and otherwiseimproving said street; said
STRA W GOODS we cannot be excelled for
Paints, Oils,
assortment;our price list Includes
district to be known aa ‘River Street
Nails, etc.
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Bonnets from 50 cent* to fit,
Special Assessment District;' "
That on Wednesday, the 1st day of Sep^Sew! Co^edfAnHma^m’, a^Johlts
tember, A. D. 1875, at 7 : 80 o’clock, P. M., I^bn
tu the United States and Europe
at tenkeep Butterick's Patterns.
the Common Council will meet at the tlon paid to the collectionsof oB Particular
Banks
and Bankers.
Council Rooms to consider any objections
>nd many other things too numerous to men
to said estimate), plats, diagrams and pro
tlon.
files, that may he made.
BSPAIBIM 4 JOBBING DONS AT SSOBT NOTICE
By Order of the Common Council,
sold at my
,i,u
E. VAN DEB VEEN.

KINGSFOSDS

OSWEGO CORN STARCH,

Horse

At Lowest Cash

47-XcMy

1874.

The Estey Organ

De Feyter Bro;s,

The Metropolitan-

KATORS &

TEA COMPANY,

AMERICAN WASH BLUE.

Wood, Lumber,
and

Wood

THE “CITY

krm Clhnm

IMPORT DIRECT

HMJO’S

’

Hardware

Store

HOUSE MOVING.

E. VAN DER VEEN,

J. Quartet,

LARGE
STOCK
- -

t

»

notice.
1875.

G-EMETtAL
Hard-ware.

RANTERS

1875.

UtM

iUMHUf',

1875.

| Spring and

Summer!

iPTJH/IE
HU

WE

FANS. TANS.

TANS.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker*

Farmers’ Implements,
Carpenters’ Tools,

*

D.

Van Schklvkn, City Clerk.

tf

f.f.WMiJSr.astS
offlcc.
M

VM

‘

N.

KENYON.

8. E. cor. 8th 4 River

Sts.

We

46-\cl-ly

.

L. & S.
eighth street

DEN BERGE,

KOEEA3STD, IMIOH

